ABSTRACT
OPENING THEIR EYES AND OURS: A STUDY ON THE BELIEF
AND PRACTICE OF PRAYER EVANGELISM
by
Mitchell L. Reece
Many Christians today have not been adequately taught how to pray effectively
for the spiritually lost. This neglect of instructional teaching has resulted in an increased
emphasis and reliance upon human persuasion and methodologies rather than prayer to
assist individuals to enter into relationship with Jesus.
The purpose of this study was to explore the effects of an eight-week course on
participants‟ understanding and practice of prayer evangelism. The degree of change was
measured by a researcher-developed pretest-posttest and semi-structured interviews.
The study revealed that individuals who participated in the course became
actively involved in praying for persons whom they considered spiritually lost. The result
was an increase in participants‟ compassion for those who did not know Christ. In
addition, participants noted that they became engaged in spiritual conversations with
those for whom they prayed. Many of the participants also indicated that they saw
positive spiritual movement in those for whom they prayed as well as in themselves over
the course of the study.
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Reece 1
CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
Background
In 1997 I was assigned to a charge in the Kansas West Conference of the United
Methodist Church. Shortly after my arrival, God orchestrated an encounter with an
individual who set me on a journey toward realizing the importance of prayer in the task
of evangelism.
Early in my appointment, I met with several laypersons to plan a youth group
kickoff event for the young people of the community. They decided that a party at the
city lake would hold the greatest appeal. We then moved to planning the details: food,
supplies, sponsors, and activities. When we reached the topic of activities, the need for
boats surfaced. I asked team members to suggest names of individuals who could
possibly supply this need. Craig was one of the individuals listed. As I inquired about
him, I was told he was a local store owner who had been quite successful in his business
endeavors. They also revealed that he was the father of one of the girls who attended our
church, yet he himself had never come. In fact, over time he had acquired a reputation of
being a man who wanted nothing to do with the church. Whether someone had had a
negative encounter with him regarding religion, or if his reputation was the result of
community gossip was unclear. After more discussion we decided to take a chance and
ask Craig about the possibility of using his boat.
A few days later, I received word that Craig had agreed to our request. In fact, he
was even willing to come and help sponsor the event. This bit of news produced a sense
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of excitement among the planners. Craig‟s wife, a faithful member of the congregation,
was also amazed that Craig was actually willing to help with a church-sponsored activity.
As the day for the lake party neared, church members reminded me of Craig‟s
disdain for the church, and that the best approach would be to stay away from talking
about church or religion. These conversations sparked two separate emotions. The first
was a sense of challenge. Being gifted with a heart for evangelism, I longed for the
opportunity to engage Craig in a spiritual conversation. The other emotion was fear,
based on a perceived likelihood of Craig‟s negative response to any presentation of a
religious nature. I decided, in the end, to engage in a low-key conversation, with the hope
of later earning the right to share Christ with him.
The day finally arrived. Craig was nothing as I had envisioned. In my mind‟s eye,
I had seen a tough overbearing individual; instead, he was a quiet man of medium stature,
in his mid forties, who appeared meek and nonthreatening. I was surprised yet cautious of
potential underlying personality traits that could reveal themselves, substantiating the
stories I had heard. Our conversation was limited to a brief introduction and some general
niceties. Those few words, however, were enough for God to begin to generate a sincere
compassion for Craig within my heart.
That evening I felt an increasing burden for Craig to know Jesus. The desire did
not subside through the night but increased. In fact, it was so strong that it compelled me
to begin to pray for his salvation. Daily, over the next several months, I prayed diligently
for God to open Craig‟s heart to an awareness of the need for a relationship with Jesus. I
was not sure how to pray, so I just poured out my heart the best I could. Although I had
grown up in the church, had gone through all kinds of spiritual training, and had even
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become a pastor, I had received little, if any, instruction on how to pray for lost persons.
Prior to this encounter with Craig, I had assumed that conversion was my responsibility
rather than God‟s. This mind-set resulted in my actively pursuing unconvinced persons
with the gospel, trusting in my intellectual prowess, persuasive abilities, and friendliness
to win people to Christ. This passion for Craig, coupled with my awareness of his disdain
for religion, forced me to look to Christ for Craig‟s salvation rather than to trust in my
own abilities.
One night, several months after I had begun praying, I felt a strong compulsion to
attend the local high school basketball game. My usual routine did not include basketball
games; however, the prompting was so strong that I went. Upon arriving at the
gymnasium, I found the bleachers packed with fans, except for one open spot next to
Craig. I knew that seat was my appointed place for the evening. I approached Craig and
asked if I could join him. He seemed pleased to have the company. In the following
minutes, we talked about the game, the community, and life in general, but I never
breached the subject of faith. In a lull in the conversation, Craig turned to me and said,
“Mitch, I have wanted to talk with you. Is there a time you could meet with me?” His
question caught me by surprise, but I immediately set up a time to meet with him the next
day.
Craig arrived promptly at my office with a somewhat timid demeanor. I invited
him to sit down and then asked about his reason for wanting to get together. He
responded without hesitancy, “My life needs to change, and I do not know what to do.”
In the moments that followed, I was able to watch the Holy Spirit guide a very broken
man into a personal relationship with God. That day when Craig walked out of my office,
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I was overcome with joy, but even more, I felt overwhelmingly humbled. I realized that I
had done little in the process except pray and be accessible. God had done the work and
blessed me to be a co-agent in the fulfillment of my own prayer for Craig‟s salvation.
Understanding the Problem
The church, though understanding the need for evangelism, has often neglected
the role of prayer in preparing a person for Christ‟s wooing through the Holy Spirit.
Human effort is viewed as the primary means to bring a person to a personal relationship
with Jesus Christ, as opposed to learning to work in conjunction with the Holy Spirit.
Modern evangelism techniques, without an emphasis on prayer, have been far from
impressive in their results. Pastor and renowned speaker Terry Tekyl shares that “only
1% of the churches in America are currently growing by conversion growth, and that no
county across the nation has shown a net growth in Christianity in the last two decades”
(Blueprint 22). This lack of growth is indeed a serious situation. Tekyl says with over
“242,000 churches in America, billions of dollars in combined assets, and a building of
some kind on just about every corner” (22), the church should be producing greater
results in introducing people into the kingdom of God. He believes that the reason for this
failure is because the church has committed a “great omission” (22). The church has
neglected the coupling of prayer with evangelism.
The New Testament provides a picture of the practice of prayer and the
presentation of the gospel working hand in hand. One did not happen without the other.
Tekyl believes that this reliance on prayer was possibly the result of the early Church and
its leaders having nothing else on which to rely:
[They had] no money, no buildings, no programs, no modern
communications technology. Or it could be that they simply knew the
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power of prayer and understood why Jesus had spent so much time
praying Himself. Regardless, they turned their world upside down with
little more than the clothes on their back and the prayers on their lips.
(Blueprint 22)
Throughout various seasons of the church‟s history, people continued to knit prayer and
presentation together.
History records that our predecessors used prayer evangelistically in two ways.
One was when key church leaders called Christians to unified prayer for the redemption
of their communities, countries, or the world (Freeman and Greig; Edwards; Orr; Grubb).
Examples of calls to prayer took place in the 1700s by Count Zinzendorf in Germany, by
Jonathan Edwards, Phoebe Palmer, and Jeremiah Lanphier in eighteenth and nineteenth
century America, and in twentieth century Wales by Rees Howells. These unified prayer
efforts led to large numbers of individuals coming to faith in Christ worldwide. Secondly,
prayer became an evangelistic tool through the faithful prayers of individuals used when
they faithfully prayed for specific persons, or groups of people, who were spiritually lost.
This type of praying was characteristic of David Brainerd, Amy Carmichael, John Hyde,
and J. O. Fraser. They used prayer effectively to advance the kingdom of God. Because
of the preparation of hearts and minds through the Holy Spirit, both unified and
individual prevailing prayers were highly instrumental in a person responding to the
Word of God.
Though prayer would still be acknowledged by many leaders and congregations
as important to evangelism today, in reality it is often overshadowed by programming or
overlooked, or neglected, while relying more upon human efforts of evangelism. Pastor
and author Waymon Rodgers says prayer “is the area that the majority of our churches
talk about the most and practice the least” (19). Teykl in his book Pray the Price provides
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a scathing critique. He says that a detrimental shift occurred when the church became
focused on “hard-sell tactics, marketing techniques and advertising schemes. It became
programmatic, turning out memorized presentations of a gospel turned academic. It
bought into methods and turned them into sales campaigns” (15). Programs and creative
presentations of the gospel are important; however, the church can easily become reliant
on its own efforts to advance the gospel of Jesus Christ, rather than working in
conjunction with the power of the Holy Spirit through prayer.
When prayer is not viewed as a precursor to evangelism, several things tend to
happen. First, prevailing prayer is not offered on behalf of individuals to assist them in
meeting Christ. As a result, the hearts of the spiritually lost remain veiled to the
revelation of Christ by the Holy Spirit. Prior to the twentieth century, evangelical
Christians held an understanding “that the Holy Spirit prepared people before they could
be born again” (McIntyre 37). They taught “conversion as a definite, mystical event,
orchestrated by a sovereign God” (34). Jesus‟ parable of the sower and the seed clearly
reflects this need for spiritual preparation. The seed that falls on unprepared ground and
is quickly devoured is representative of the gospel message that falls on the hearts of
those who have not been spiritually prepared through prayer to receive it. However, when
persons have specifically been targeted through Spirit-led intercession, the lost
individual‟s heart becomes a fertile and friendly environment for the inhabitation of
God‟s word. Ichabod Spencer says, “If anyone thinks that he has turned to God without
the special aids of the Holy Spirit, it is probable that he has never turned to God at all”
(48). Prayer then, in cooperation with the Holy Spirit, is what opens the heart of
individuals to become aware of their need for God‟s forgiveness and transformation, thus
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resulting in genuine conviction and repentance, allowing them to be fertile ground from
which God can produce abundant fruit.
In addition, without spiritual preparation, a person often embraces only an
intellectual understanding of the gospel, without a heart revelation, resulting in an
untransformed life. Evangelist Luis Palau says that 80 percent of Americans claim to be
Christians. Of these, “[f]ew live any differently from pagans or atheists” (10). George
Barna emphasizes the problem. He reports that of the Americans who claim to be
Christian, only 35 percent of them are in the “born-again” category (97):
Our research shows that few “born again” Christians, despite having some
appropriate doctrinal notions and having said the prerequisite prayer,
never experienced the deep spiritual brokenness that enabled them to
realize Jesus Christ was, is and will forever be their only hope of
experiencing genuine meaning, purpose and salvation. Instead of broken
people eternally grateful for the sacrifice and grace extended to them, we
have millions of people who have simply tried to exploit God—people for
whom salvation is little more than a fire insurance policy they won‟t think
about until the Devil comes knockin‟. In the interim we witness a “born
again” population that is indistinguishable from the rest of the nation—and
has very limited credibility when it comes to promoting genuine
Christianity. (127-28)
This emphasis on evangelism with the neglect of prayer has not only failed in opening
individuals‟ hearts to the gospel; it has also led to producing large numbers of persons
professing conversion without the evidence of transformed lives.
Second, without placing prayer as a foundation for evangelism, the individual or
church can become convinced that personalities, programs, or methodologies move
persons to faith. Ezra Earl Jones, past member of the General Board of Discipleship, cites
research of ten selected growing United Methodist churches. When asked to rank the top
factors that contributed to their growth, they listed the following: “vital worship services,
fellowship, the pastor, sharply targeted ministries, community and world outreach,
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Christian education, planning for church growth, physical facilities and location, lay
ministries, and evangelistic outreach” (qtd. in Wagner 34). Although prayer may have
been a factor, church leaders did not mention it.
In prior generations, spiritual leaders were more comfortable with seeing
salvation as a process as they trusted the Holy Spirit to work with unsaved persons to
open their hearts to a genuine revelation of God. They understood that this process of
conversion could often take “days, weeks, or even months, until God deigned to save
them. Ministers used counseling in concert with the Holy Spirit to unravel the tangled
web of lies that prevented sinners from repenting and giving all to God” (McIntyre 4041). Unfortunately, in the late 1900s, revivalists and eventually church congregations
began a movement to focus more on human methods that led to quick conversions:
With the intense competition of consumerism, ministers were tempted to
make grievous shortcuts to assure higher numbers of converts. This
temptation had always been present for every minister of the Gospel, but
in the early twentieth century, “salvations” became as cheap and easy to
obtain as the mass-produced goods pouring from the factories. (46)
As the century wore on, salvation for many Christians was increasingly viewed more as
an instantaneous achievement and less as a process of the Holy Spirit working out a
person‟s salvation. The emphasis moved from God‟s unveiling and drawing of the lost to
a person‟s own decision. Author David Bennett states that this understanding could be
summed up by the idea, “You are saved because you believe you are saved” (138). The
church affirmed decisions rather than did the Holy Spirit. Oswald Chambers warns of this
danger: “When a man is born again, he knows it is because he has received something as
a gift from almighty God and not because of his own decision” (46). This natural
progression relied on human-constructed means to salvation, thus resulting in trusting in
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the tools of evangelism and the works of humankind more than in the Holy Spirit. The
creation of a variety of methods and programs to help individuals and churches
accomplish this purpose was the by-product. These strategies include the Roman Road,
the Four Spiritual Laws, the Bridge to Life, Evangelism Explosion, Friendship
Evangelism, and Servant Evangelism. Each method has produced testimonials of success
and has offered valuable insight into the area of evangelism. The problem, however, is
that churches often tended to stress methodologies or well-polished presentations of the
gospel, neglecting the training of persons in the role of prayer in evangelism. Dutch
Sheets sums up the matter well when he says, “We can talk people into salvation without
a true unveiling. There is no image shone on the heart of the individual so no change”
(162).
A violation of Paul‟s teaching in Ephesians 2:8-9 has thus occurred: “For it is by
grace you have been saved, through faith—and this not from yourselves, it is the gift of
God—not by works, so that no one can boast” (NIV). The church has boasted human
effort in convincing the lost. Trusting God to prepare the person‟s heart is often
overlooked, which leaves the work to the church or individual believers. Evangelism is a
responsibility of the church; however, without the church‟s placing an emphasis on
prayer in the outreach, they are engaging in a spiritual matter with human means. Author
Samuel Chadwick says, “The one concern of the Devil is to keep Christians from
praying. He fears nothing from prayerless studies, prayerless work and prayerless
religion. He laughs at our toil, mocks at our wisdom, but trembles when we pray” (1).
The danger that can result from such human action minus prayer is that the spirit of
deception that initially clouded the unconvinced person‟s mind to the gospel may now
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work to convince the individual that he or she is saved. The person becomes deceived
because he or she exercised, or enlisted, a methodology rather than genuine faith in
Christ, thus continuing to be cut off from the life-changing power of the Holy Spirit.
The problem, then, is that Christians have not been instructed in the role and
practice of prayer in evangelism. Manley Beasley says, “Praying for the lost is an area
about which much is said but little is known or understood.” As a result Christians have
followed one of two courses of action. First, because of fear or a sense of being incapable
of sharing the Good News of Jesus with their family, friends, and neighbors, they have
not. Instead, they have believed that their only recourse is to rely upon their outward
witness to communicate the gospel resulting in a large portion of believers seeing
themselves as having little they can offer in the spiritual war for souls. The second course
has been to invite people verbally to faith, usually without much prayer, trusting in their
own personality or natural abilities. The results have been far from impressive. Those
who have approached have often either retreated farther from God or patronized the
evangelist by praying a prayer to receive Christ. Statistics reveal that of those who pray
such a prayer, only 10 percent or fewer actually begin to manifest a life surrendered to
Christ (Sheets 162). The individual‟s mind, though enlightened with information, remains
veiled to the revelation of the identity of Christ. Charles H. Kraft, professor at Fuller
Theological Seminary states the importance of believers praying for the lost:
When God seeks to enter a person‟s life, it will not happen unless the
person gives Him the authority to enter: when believers do not obey God
by praying and witnessing, people are lost, in spite of the fact that it is not
God‟s will “for anyone to perish. (128-29)
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Prayer evangelism becomes essential in preparing the hearts of individuals to embrace
salvation, made readily available to them through the work of Christ in his death and
resurrection.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of an eight-week course
entitled Opening Their Eyes and Ours on the participants‟ beliefs concerning and practice
of prayer evangelism. The participants included members of the core group of the
LifeBridge church plant in Shawnee, Kansas.
Research Questions
1. What were the participants‟ beliefs concerning and practice of prayer
evangelism before the Opening Their Eyes and Ours class?
2. What were the participants‟ beliefs concerning and practice of prayer
evangelism following the Opening Their Eyes and Ours class?
Definition of Terms
Prayer in its basic form is communication with God. In prayer God‟s spirit moves
through the individual to reveal God‟s heart, which, in turn, allows the individual to
speak back the very heart of God in intercession, thus joining God‟s work in the
kingdom.
Under the umbrella of prayer is a more specific type of prayer known as prayer
evangelism. Based on the purpose statement and research questions, the following
definition of prayer evangelism is pertinent to this study.
The literature provides several definitions for the meaning of prayer evangelism.
The founder of the Anglican Fellowship of Prayer, Helen Smith Shoemaker, says “pray,
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talk, act” in reference to prayer as a means to evangelism (108). Rev. E. Wigle describes
praying for the lost as the process by which the Holy Spirit moves Christians to pray for
all sinners, resulting in the conviction of unsaved individuals‟ hearts, thus moving them
Christ-ward (333). Ed Silvoso says prayer evangelism is talking to God about one‟s
neighbors before talking to one‟s neighbors about God (Prayer Evangelism 35). Lewis
Sperry Chafer defines soul-winning prayer as faithfully pleading with God for lost
persons from a clean heart and in the power of the Holy Spirit, which in turn has the
ability to open their eyes to the faithful provisions and promises of God (69).
Prayer evangelism, as defined for the purpose of this dissertation, is praying for
the spiritual unveiling of the mind of the lost and believers. Prayer for the lost includes
asking that unbelievers may be able to comprehend clearly Christ and his work on their
behalf. In addition, prayer for believers involves asking that they become aware of the
spiritually lost in their midst, thus beginning to pray for others‟ conversion while looking
for ways to engage the spiritually lost in conversation about Christ. This definition takes
into account that Christians are called by God to join in the mission of rescue. Prayer
evangelism includes interceding for those God brings to one‟s mind, as well as praying
for and remaining aware of opportunities to share the gospel with those who are
spiritually separated from God.
Ministry Intervention
The ministry intervention for this study consisted of an eight-week class on prayer
evangelism. Participants included the launch team of LifeBridge, a church plant of the
Kansas East Conference of the United Methodist Church in West Shawnee, Kansas. I
invited all participants in the new congregation who desired to learn how to pray for the
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spiritually lost to attend. Eleven people were involved in the study. The average
attendance over the eight weeks was eleven. Five of the participants were male while six
were female. The class met in the living room of my home. Each person received a copy
of the curriculum Opening Their Eyes and Ours (see Appendix B).

Table 1.1. Session Titles for Opening Their Eyes and Ours
Session

Title

#1

The Importance of Prayer for the Lost

#2

Prayer for the Lost

#3

Spiritual Authority of a Believer

#4

Spiritual Warfare and Praying

#5

Prayer-Walking

#6

The Prayer-Walk

#7

The Practice of Prayer Evangelism

#8

Engaging in Sharing the Good News

Prior to the first class session, participants received a researcher-developed
questionnaire—The Prayer Evangelism Assessment—that recorded participants‟ beliefs
concerning and practice of prayer evangelism (see Appendix A).
My teaching methodology consisted of a blend of lecture, video, and participative
exercises. Activities that were part of the training included keeping a prayer journal,
prayer walking, and practicing how to work with God in presenting the gospel to seekers.
I selected this method based on the strengths of my own teaching style while also
anticipating the need for class participants to couple information with actual practice.
Following the Opening Their Eyes and Ours class, I again administered the
questionnaire in order to measure each participant‟s growth. In addition, five months
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following the class I conducted interviews with all eleven participants to gain further
understanding as to what individual beliefs and practices had been affected as a result of
their participation in the class (see Appendix D).
Context
The study encompassed launch team members of LifeBridge United Methodist
Church in West Shawnee, Kansas. The community of West Shawnee formed twelve
years ago and has grown to be a community of over ten thousand. The residents consist
primarily of middle-class Caucasian families with a median age of thirty-six. Many of the
people in the community have had some mainline church exposure yet are often
disconnected from active participation in any church.
In 2007 the Kansas East Conference of the United Methodist Church decided to
start a new church in West Shawnee, a suburb in Northwest Johnson County. Conference
statisticians indicated that the region had the potential to grow by as many as 75,000 new
residents by 2027. Because conference studies indicated this growth would primarily
bring in young families, the conference leadership recognized the need for a more
contemporary congregation in the area that currently supported a traditional United
Methodist church. In July 2008, I arrived in the West Shawnee area to begin forming
relationships with people in the community who were interested in being part of such a
congregation.
Methodology
This study used an explanatory mixed methods design, combining quantitative
and qualitative research. A researcher-developed instrument used as a pretest/posttest
measured participants‟ beliefs concerning and practice of prayer evangelism to identify
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changes in participants‟ responses following the Opening Their Eyes and Ours class and
to determine whether participation in the class and related exercises resulted in any
increase in those measurements. Qualitative elements included class observation and
interaction. In addition, eleven participants participated in personal interviews to provide
additional insights into the class‟ effects upon their beliefs about and practice of praying
for the spiritually lost.
Participants
Participants were members of the LifeBridge launch team who responded to an
invitation to participate in a class on prayer evangelism. Each individual testified to a
personal growing faith in Christ and desired to learn to pray for the spiritually lost.
Instrumentation
The study utilized a researcher-designed Likert scale questionnaire—The Prayer
Evangelism Assessment—that measured beliefs concerning and practice in prayer
evangelism (see Appendix A). The literature contributed to the development of the
instrument. The instrument administration followed a longitudinal pretest/posttest
manner. The questionnaire explored individuals‟ perceptions relating to the degree of
change they identified as a result of the training.
I conducted semi-structured interviews with participants following the class.
These interviews provided additional insight into changes in participants‟ beliefs about
and practices of prayer evangelism following the intervention.
Variables
The dependent variable was the reported degrees of change that took place as a
result of the prayer evangelism training, as measured by the pretest/posttest.
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The independent variables were the various components of the prayer evangelism
training. These included (1) class instruction, (2) creation of a prayer journal, and (3)
practicing different means of prayer evangelism. These components functioned
individually as well as collectively.
The intervening variables involved those categories that were descriptive of the
participants but were not a specific part of the research design. These included gender,
age, education, and theological commitment.
Data Collection
I administered the questionnaire at the beginning of the first session of the eightweek class on prayer evangelism and then again at the conclusion of the final session.
In addition to the questionnaire, I interviewed participants five months following the
completion of the Opening Their Eyes and Ours class. These semi-structured interviews
provided additional insight into what participants learned and how the class affected their
practice of prayer evangelism. Instrument questions measured if persons could identify
any growth in their practice of prayer evangelism.
Data Analysis
I enlisted a math teacher who is proficient in statistics to assist me with the
tabulation of the pretest/posttest taken by participants. I compiled the results of the semistructured interviews and the results of the pretest/posttest and then compared them and
recorded the findings in order to arrive at the answers to my two research questions.
Delimitations and Generalizability
This study consisted of one particular United Methodist launch team. The results
do not represent a wide variety of congregational contexts.
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Generalizability may consist of groups of similar size, socioeconomic
background, and theological commitment. The content of the class was a component that
could be generalized if the group followed the prescribed curriculum and used the
pretest/posttest.
The findings of the study may prove helpful for churches who desire to increase
the practice of prayer evangelism among the members of their congregation.
Theological Foundation
Sheets explains that when God created Adam and Eve, God not only entered into
relationship with them but also gave them authority to govern the earth. God ordained
that “humans were forever to be God‟s link to authority and activity on the earth” (28).
From the beginning, the Godhead limited self concerning the affairs of the earth, and
chose to work and carry out God‟s will through believers. According to Sheets, God‟s
allocation of authority over the earth to humanity was so complete that humans had the
ability to transfer it to another. The authority over the earth was given to Satan by Adam
in the Fall, resulting in the marring of humanity‟s God image.
This issue of governance was so written into the fabric of God‟s plan for
humanity that it required the Incarnation—God coming as a human being—to regain the
rights and privileges lost. Paul, in Ephesians 1:20-22, explains how Jesus‟ death and
resurrection resulted in gaining back this authority:
[God] raised him [Christ] from the dead and seated him at his right hand in
the heavenly realms, far above all rule and authority, power and dominion,
and every title that can be given, not only in the present age but also in the
one to come. And God placed all things under his feet and appointed him
to be head over everything for the church.
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Paul paints a picture of Jesus as the head of the church. He sits enthroned at the right
hand of God with all the original rights and privileges intended for humanity—the most
important being eternal life. His feet are placed on Satan‟s head—a fulfillment of Genesis
3:15. Jesus, having taken back the authority Satan gained in his deception of Adam and
Eve, has defeated Satan and his dominion. Christ has now been positioned at the right
hand of God (Rom. 8:34). He sits on his throne, possessing the same heart for humanity
that he did while on the earth—loving them, yearning for them, and praying for them. His
prayers are not trivial but are at the very heart of his role in the heavenlies. Hebrews 7:25
records that Jesus Christ now “lives to make intercession.” In fact, his heart is not only to
intercede but also to wait for humanity to join him in intercession on behalf of the world.
Finally is the image of the Church, the persons who place their faith in Christ and
are restored as heirs to the rights and authority gained back through Christ‟s work on the
cross. This body, made up of all who place their faith in Christ, is entrusted with Godgiven authority to release upon the earth in accordance with Christ‟s will. Unfortunately,
many believers are unaware of their position of authority in Christ. Kraft says that Satan
works to attack the believer‟s self-image in an effort to keep them from discovering who
they are. He says, “Satan does his best to keep us from „confidently believing in the
authority God gives us,‟” (154). He wants us “out of the race, sidelined by our doubts,
fears and weaknesses” (154). Author John A. MacMillan explains that “the enemy has
specially sought to hold back this knowledge from God‟s people. He has been successful
through the employment of the „blinding‟ tactics which he has found effective in the case
of the lost” (8). For this reason, believers must once again capture a proper understanding
of the spiritual authority they possess and learn to pray in accordance with it.
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The authority of Christ is exercised as followers seeking his will and guidance
look to him as their head and subsequently line up their wills with his:
For one to be in authority does not depend on his having ideas and
thoughts; rather does it hinge on knowing the will of God. The measure of
one‟s knowledge of God‟s will is the measure of his delegated authority.
God establishes a person to be His delegated authority entirely on the basis
of that person‟s knowledge of God‟s will. (Nee 116)
God‟s will in regard to the lost is clearly seen in Matthew 18:14, 1 Timothy 2:4, and
2 Peter 3:9. God desires all who are spiritually lost to be restored to a relationship with
the Godhead. This revelation through Christ‟s word and the Holy Spirit should result in
believers taking up their spiritual authority to speak forth God‟s heart in prayer. Thus,
believers are called “to claim lost souls for the kingdom of God” (Silvoso, That None
Should Perish 116). Sheets goes on to explain, “Our authority comes from being sent
ones, representing Jesus. As long as we function in that capacity, we function in Christ‟s
authority. And, in essence, we‟re not really doing the works, He is” (42). Believers who
are convinced of their authority in praying for the lost create a spiritual climate that
allows God to minister to the unbeliever.
Kraft says that in addition to knowing one‟s position, two other prerequisites are
needed to exercise authority. First, a person must be filled with the Holy Spirit. All
believers receive the Holy Spirit when they receive Christ. However, believers tend to
hinder the Spirit‟s fullness from flowing through them. Being filled with the Holy Spirit
allows the fullness of the Spirit to come upon one‟s life through submission to Christ. As
a person abides in and submits to the Son, he or she finds an ability to receive the
revelation of God‟s will by the Holy Spirit. Revealing God‟s heart allows the individual
to pray authoritatively, knowing he or she are in line with God‟s will:
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The Holy Spirit teaches a hearty cooperation rather than a mere
resignation; an active entering into God‟s plan instead of a vague yielding
to circumstances; a definite claiming and appropriating of the promises
which are set before us in the Word, as being the expression of the
Father‟s will for His children. We are to positively will the will of God; to
seek it out as He has revealed it; and to maintain our place of quiet
assurance before Him until it has been fully accomplished. (MacMillan
64)
No longer does the believer need to come asking, but with a full confidence that he or she
is speaking forth God‟s will into the spiritual realm.
The Holy Spirit also provides discernment on how to pray against spiritual forces
that blind an individual‟s heart and mind. Granted, every person has his or her own free
will that God will not violate. Spirit-led authoritative praying, however, has power to
affect the forces that blind an individual, thus opening his or her heart and mind to
sensing God‟s draw.
The second prerequisite to moving in this authority is believers tending to their
own spiritual condition. Love for God and humankind is the proper motivation for
exercising authority. Believers need to walk in right relationship with God and others.
Entertaining sin in any form provides an avenue for the enemy to undermine a Christians‟
authority. When believers harbor sin in their life they will have doubt about their position
and not be able to pray authoritatively. Lewis Sperry Chafer, founder of Evangelical
Theological College (now Dallas Theological Seminary), says, “The difficulty lies in the
defilement of the believers who are priests before God and who do not and cannot,
because of their own unfitness, experience the love of God for others, or prevail with God
in the holy place” (80). Sin allows clouding of the spiritual mind, thus undermining
believers‟ spiritual authority.
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Our spiritual authority in Christ is the foundation of prayer evangelism. A proper
understanding and alignment of the believer‟s position in Christ enables them to represent
God‟s heart and will, through prayer, to aid in freeing the spiritually bound.
Overview
Chapter 2 addresses the various literature that supports the methodology of this
study. The study looks at the biblical and historical material that undergirds a theology of
prayer evangelism. A theological framework for prayer evangelism follows.
Chapter 3 provides a detailed explanation of the study. Chapter 4 reports the
results of the project. Chapter 5 discusses the findings of the study and research.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
Introduction
Prayer evangelism, though new in terminology, is not new in practice. Materials
tend to address the issue in one of two ways. First, prayer that affects evangelism on a
large scale exists as a group, or groups of people, gather in unified prayer for revival in a
specific region or across the world. The second way that prayer evangelism is practiced is
by standing in the gap for a specific person or persons—far less acclaimed but no less
important. Both are demonstrated in the biblical and historical literature, allowing
Christians to gain a glimpse of how prayer has played an essential role in aiding persons
to embrace Christ in their hearts and lives.
Beyond just viewing examples of prayer evangelism, literature provides valuable
insight into the theological pieces that construct its practice and effectiveness. These
pieces, in addition, aid in providing a platform from which to train people in the practice
of effectively praying for the lost.
Scriptural Support
The metanarrative of the biblical story from Genesis through Revelation covers
God‟s redemptive and restorative work in humanity as well as all of creation. Prayer
evangelism, though not specifically mentioned by name in the Bible, is exemplified in a
variety of texts and stories throughout the Bible. These biblical examples provide a
foundation for the role of prayer in evangelism.
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Old Testament
The biblical story unveils God‟s ongoing work to redeem humanity. This work
was first manifest in Genesis 3:15 as God promised Adam and Eve that he would send
one to crush the head of Satan. God, by divine providence, did not leave humanity out of
the efforts of the Godhead‟s salvific plan. Instead, he continually recruited individuals to
stand on behalf of human beings. Noah is the Bible‟s first example. He responded to
God‟s call to build an ark, providing a means of deliverance from coming judgment.
Noah‟s faithful response in completing this immense project resulted in saving humanity
from complete destruction. Similar acts of faith on others‟ behalf were demonstrated by
Moses in the Exodus, Gideon with the Midianites, and Esther in addressing King Xerxes.
God not only called individuals to action but also made verbal intercession for the
salvation of people.
Abraham modeled intercession in the story of Sodom, found in chapter eighteen
of Genesis. He was approached by three strangers heading to Sodom. Abraham extended
hospitality to them as they walked to his tent. As he engaged them in conversation, their
mission became clear. God sent them to pronounce judgment upon the town of Sodom.
The very nature of this story gives one a sense of God‟s grace and desire for Abraham to
intercede. Ancient tradition understood Genesis 18:22 to say that “the Lord remained
standing before Abraham,” as if God were petitioning the creature rather than the creature
petitioning God (Miller 268). Abraham, alerted to the fact that the city is in danger, began
to display a burden for those who lived there. His heartfelt response led him to pray that
God extend mercy to Sodom if fifty righteous people were found. Abraham displayed a
profound mix of daring and humility as he made intercession. He appears to base his
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request on his understanding of the character and nature of God—a God of mercy and
grace who is willing to suspend judgment if at all possible. The men‟s agreement to
negotiate led Abraham to call for God‟s clemency if forty-five righteous persons could be
found, then forty, then thirty, and then twenty. Finally, he ceased his request with the
hope that ten righteous persons could be located. One is left, at this point, to question
whether Abraham could have continued to ask for a reduction in the number of persons
required for the city to be spared. Biblical scholar Patrick D. Miller believes this passage
is an indication that God will go as far as divinely possible on behalf of the innocent
(269). He says, “The outcome of Abraham‟s prayer rested less in his persuasion of God
that there was innocent to be saved than it did in the fact that he prayed it” (270). The
result of Abraham‟s intercession is that although ten persons were not found, God did
deliver four members of Abraham‟s extended family from the judgment pronounced
upon the city.
Moses demonstrates this verbal “standing in the gap” between humanity and God.
In Exodus 32:7-14, after forty days of communing with God on Mount Sinai, Moses is
instructed to return quickly to the people of Israel who were camped at the base of the
mountain. Moses‟ lengthy absence led the Israelites to pressure his brother Aaron to
construct a golden idol in the shape of a calf to serve as their god. Once Moses arrived
back in camp, he confronted the people with their sin. Subsequently, God revealed to
Moses that the Israelite people would be destroyed because of their idolatry and lack of
faith. Moses, understanding the seriousness of the moment, beseeched God to have a
change of mind and not destroy the people. Though not stated directly, the text implies
that God is sovereign but at the same time reveals that God invites believers to intercede
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on behalf of others in order that God‟s will might be changed in regard to pronounced
judgment. Granted, this tension between God being sovereign and at the same time
allowing for alteration of the divine plan remains a mystery.
In Numbers 14, Moses again sought Israel‟s pardon from God‟s pending wrath
and judgment. He, like Abraham, appealed to an understanding of God‟s character and
nature. Miller describes this understanding well:
What is clear from the motivating appeals of Moses is that the prayer is
not for an arbitrary or inconsistent action on God‟s part. It is a prayer for
the divine will and purpose as it has been manifested over and over
again—a faithful, redemptive, forgiving purpose grounded in enduring
relationships and constantly being vindicated before the public audience of
peoples and nations. The prayer, with all its appeals and as it pushes God,
is precisely in tune with who God is and how God acts. (278)
God honors Moses‟ request and ultimately spares the nation of Israel from total
destruction. These accounts leave the reader with the understanding that the outcome
would have been quite different for Israel if Moses had remained silent and had not
interceded in line with the character and heart of God.
Amos is another biblical figure who, like Abraham and Moses, dares to stand
between the people and the Lord. He pleads with God to pardon the people‟s sin and at
the least, hold back divine judgment. Miller says Amos reveals that “the story of Israel,
and the lesson of its torah, are that there is a special place in the heart and will of God for
the weak ones of the community”—the ones who struggle with standing for themselves,
or who may remain unaware of their need (275).
The book of Isaiah, in chapter 59, continues to emphasize the importance of
intercession. The passage shows that God‟s arm is not too short to save those who are
separated from God by sin. The problem is not in God‟s desire to save. The problem is
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that no one is available or willing to stand in the place of intercession on the people‟s
behalf. “The Lord looked and was displeased that there was no justice. He saw that there
was no one, he was appalled that there was no one to intercede” (Isa. 59:15b-16a). The
text goes on to reveal that not only is verbal intercession important needed on behalf of
the people, but in addition, one is required to stand physically in the transgressor‟s place.
Because an intercessor could not be found to fulfill both roles, God stepped in by
supplying the “suffering servant” to provide the avenue of salvation. This messianic text
provides a picture of Christ standing in humanity‟s place of judgment, thus providing an
intercessory role between God and people: “For he bore the sin of many, and made
intercession for the transgressors” (Isa. 53:12). Isaiah reveals that humankind cannot
stand in the place of another in regard to God‟s judgment; this role is Christ‟s alone. Our
intercession, however, should take on this Christlike quality of “offering of self on behalf
of others” such as displayed by Moses (Miller 273). Thus, intercession requires not only
the willingness to petition God on another‟s behalf but also to avail oneself to suffer in
some form on behalf of those for whom one is pleading.
The prophet Daniel continued this theme of identification. His prayers on behalf
of the Hebrew people were the outcome of his coming to the understanding that Israel‟s
rebellion against God had resulted in their earthly plight of being deported from their
homeland. Daniel identified with those for whom he had interceded. He cried out, in
response, for their forgiveness, redemption, and restoration. This season of intercession
led to Daniel‟s lengthy engagement in spiritual warfare (Dan. 9:1-19). His prayers paved
the way for God‟s messenger who delivered a revelation of God‟s future plan to send a
Messiah to redeem the people.
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Ezekiel declared God‟s expectation for individuals to stand and plead for those
who are separated from God. “I looked for a man among them who would build up the
wall and stand before me in the gap [emphasis mine] on behalf of the land so I would not
have to destroy it, but I found none” (Ezek. 22:30). This text is very sobering, for in it
one sees that God longs to deliver people from judgment. However, it implies that a
human‟s lack of openness or willingness to respond to God‟s call to intercede may have
present and possibly eternal ramifications.
The Old Testament not only reflects God‟s heart for the people of Israel but also
for the extended world community. The book of Jonah presents such a picture and, at the
same time, emphasizes that the heart of the intercessor is expected to reflect the heart of
God. The Lord called Jonah to go to the city of Nineveh and encourage the Ninevites to
repent. Jonah initially refused to go, which brought God‟s judgment upon himself. Once
Jonah finally repented and delivered God‟s word to the city, the Spirit of the Lord was
able to bring transformation to the hearts of the inhabitants. Sadly enough, Jonah failed to
connect with God‟s heart for the Ninevites. His reluctance is reflected in Jonah 4:2: “I
knew that you are a gracious and compassionate God, slow to anger and abounding in
love, a God who relents from sending calamity.” He displayed a total lack of concern for
the Ninevites‟ spiritual condition and was consumed with his own personal comfort and
convenience. Although God reprimanded him for such an attitude, he worked through
Jonah‟s disobedience. Fortunately for the Ninevites, God continued to pressure Jonah to
proclaim the divine word to the people, thus leading to their repentance and avoidance of
destruction.
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Both Ezekiel and Jonah reveal a God who is looking for individuals to stand on
behalf of those who are far from God. In addition, one sees God‟s expectation for
believers to possess a heart for those in danger of judgment. These two biblical accounts
reflect a common problem in the area of evangelism. God‟s people often decline to enter
into prayer on behalf of the lost. This refusal can stem from a number of reasons;
however, the fact remains that God longs to work through humanity in the process of
salvation. The believer‟s lack of response to God‟s promptings to intercede not only
appears to affect them, but also the spiritually lost for whom God assigned them to pray.
The Gospels and Acts
The New Testament continues to provide testimony for the importance of
intercession on behalf of the lost. Jesus is the ultimate example. His physical coming
revolved around his purpose of standing in the gap between humanity and God for
humankind‟s redemption and restoration. Prayer played a vital part in Jesus‟ life as he
worked to fulfill this role. Steve Harper, Professor of Spiritual Formation at Asbury
Theological Seminary says, “Jesus had one work out of which all other works came—
prayer” (“Leading Church”) Scripture is clear that prayer was foundational for Jesus‟ life
as he began his ministry with forty days of prayer and fasting. In the three years that
followed, he spent entire nights in communion with God. Most certainly, these times of
intense prayer focused upon the plight of humanity and Jesus‟ desire of salvation for
them, especially since he possessed an ongoing compassion that continually moved him
to reach out to the lost and broken in an effort to restore them.
In Matthew 9:37-38, Jesus‟ compassion prompted his admonition to the disciples:
“The harvest is plentiful but the workers are few. Ask the Lord of the harvest, therefore,
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to send out workers into his harvest field.” Jesus called his disciples to be actively
engaged in praying for the harvest. This text underscores Jesus‟ understanding of the
combination of the need for prayer and people‟s action in order to accomplish the Great
Commission. He also revealed that the success of the laborers‟ being raised up to aid in
this task lies partly in those who are his followers. Andrew Murray emphasizes this
concept:
So wonderful is the surrender of His work into the hands of His Church,
so dependent has the Lord made Himself on them as His body, through
whom alone His work can be done, so real is the power which the Lord
gives His people to exercise in heaven and earth, that the number of the
labourers and the measure of the harvest do actually depend upon their
prayer. (With Christ 70)
Jesus relied heavily upon the prayers of his disciples for the spreading of the good
news.
Jesus‟ prayer in John 17 provides a specific example of Jesus‟ own practice of
prayer as a precursor to salvation. In this passage, Jesus not only intercedes for his
disciples but also for all those who would eventually come to believe in him. Jesus
ultimately becomes the means for the answering of his own prayer for humanity. His love
and intercession for humankind are climaxed in the passion event that results in his
resurrection and ascension to the right hand of God in order to intercede eternally for all
of humanity (Heb. 7:25).
Prior to Christ‟s return to heaven, he commanded the disciples, in the book of
Acts, to wait for the sending of the Holy Spirit. Acts 1:14 records that in the days
between this event and the day of Pentecost the disciples “were continually devoting
themselves to prayer” (NASB). Jesus‟ emphasis on the Great Commission surely prompts
these individuals to pray jointly for a person to come to faith in Christ. This probability is
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evidenced by the results of their prayers: the conversion of three thousand persons. The
disciples‟ intercession paves the way for the sending of the Holy Spirit and the receptivity
to the gospel by those who gathered to hear God‟s Word spoken through the Apostle
Peter.
Several days prior to this event, now called Pentecost, the mood was quite
different as the crowd called for Christ‟s death. On that day, through prayer and the Holy
Spirit‟s presence, peoples‟ hearts were cut to the quick, causing them to request salvation
and respond in droves to an invitation for relationship with Christ. This season of prayer
affected Peter‟s heart as well. Boldness, power, and authority replaced his fear of
persecution for standing for Christ.
Throughout the remainder of the book of Acts, intercession is mentioned more
than thirty times, and in almost every case, it precedes the expansion of the early
Christian movement (Pegram 25). This work of prayer is exemplified in such passages as
Acts 10, with Peter‟s rooftop prayer prior to the conversion of Cornelius‟ family, and in
Acts 16, with Paul and Silas‟ prayers in prison, leading to the salvation of a Roman jailer.
Prayer‟s role in evangelism, for the apostles and early Church, was an intricate part in the
moving forth of God‟s kingdom.
Paul’s Epistles
Paul‟s letters also show the importance of intercession in the advancement of
God‟s kingdom. He displays a heart for intercession similar to that of Moses in the Old
Testament. In Romans 9:1-5 Paul testifies that he would rather lose his own salvation
than see others spiritually perish. In Colossians 4:2-4 and Ephesians 6:18-20, Paul asks
believers to pray that he would have boldness in sharing the gospel with those who are
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spiritually lost. In addition, he calls Christians to utilize their spiritual authority in prayer
to engage in spiritual warfare and to open doors for the advancement of the gospel.
Paul‟s letter to Timothy (1 Tim. 2:1-7) provides one of the clearest texts in the
Bible for tying prayer and evangelism together. Biblical scholar I. Howard Marshall says
this passage unites “the association of prayer with the fulfillment of the task of mission”
(416).
Paul appears to be addressing an exclusiveness that had arisen in the church of
Ephesus, which was threatening the advancement of the gospel. He calls the church to
engage in a type of prayer that was uncommon to them. Instead of prayer made only on
behalf of one‟s neighbors, they were now called to offer prayers for the salvation for all
humanity (Marshall 420). In this passage, Paul pushes back against those who see the
gospel as being limited to certain individuals. This text touches on a theme Jesus
emphasized in the story of the Good Samaritan in Luke 10:29-37. When he was asked,
“Who is one‟s neighbor?” Jesus responded by saying that everyone is a neighbor and that
no one should be excluded from receiving help when in need. Paul implies this same
teaching in regard to prayer.
This passage confronts the natural human tendencies that cause a person to
withhold the kingdom of God from those around them. Such inclinations can be based in
attitudes of judging the motives, or hearts, of individuals, thus giving justification for not
offering prayers on behalf of the spiritually lost. Marshall sees Paul writing to confront
issues such as these. He believes Paul recognized the Ephesian believers‟ lack of prayer
for the lost and that much of the prayer that was taking place was being offered with the
wrong attitudes (417). Today, these problems still plague the prayer lives of believers,
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along with a lack of passion for persons‟ souls and a lack of awareness of the
responsibility to intercede for nonbelievers.
God‟s desire is that none would perish (1 Tim. 2:4) according to Paul. Biblical
scholar Gordon Fee states that Paul, with one stroke, underscores the point of this
paragraph—God wants all to be saved (66). The believer is instructed to join Christ in
interceding before God‟s throne on behalf of all people. Paul does not suggest a universal
salvation for all but stresses the importance that all be brought into contact with the
gospel so they may have the opportunity to choose.
Where previous prayers seem to have been aimed at benefitting the Christian
community, this passage appears to take prayer to a new level. Paul emphasizes that the
role of the whole Church is to be engaged in praying for the manifestation of God‟s
kingdom upon the earth. This type of prayer results in some type of mystery, enacted by
God, on behalf of the spiritually lost. Paul, in 2 Corinthians 4:4, refers to the spiritual
blindness of the lost: “The god of this age has blinded the minds of unbelievers, so that
they cannot see the light of the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the image of God”
(NIV). Paul‟s emphasis on praying for the lost gives a sense that the prayers of the church
can aid in opening the eyes of the minds that have been blinded by Satan. Praying for the
lost also alters the believers‟ hearts so they will be more engaged in sharing the witness
of Christ to all.
Paul not only requests prayer for all, but he suggests it with a sense of urgency (2
Tim. 2:1). Biblical scholar John Stott says Paul is awakening the Ephesian Christians to
their responsibility to reach out to all people in “earnest prayer and in urgent witness”
(73). Timothy is instructed to start implementing this discipline immediately. Scripture is
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not clear whether intercession on behalf of all humanity has been an instructed part of
church practice. Prayer evangelism may have been a common practice among believers
and, therefore, not mentioned earlier.
Paul paints a clear picture in this letter to Timothy that at the center of God‟s heart
is an eternal desire for all to experience relationship with Christ in order to become a part
of God‟s kingdom. This emphasis on God‟s will reminds the reader of Jesus‟ words in the
Lord‟s Prayer: “Your kingdom come, your will be done on earth as it is in heaven” (Matt.
6:10). In this phrase, Jesus instructed the hearer to seek the will of God and then call it
forth upon the earth. Jesus‟ prayer teaches believers to stand for what God would desire.
Paul‟s imagery in Ephesians 2:6 ties in closely with Jesus‟ prayer. It reveals that believers
have been seated with Christ in the heavens; that in Christ is an awareness of the heart of
God; and, that through Christ the Church is to call forth God‟s will upon the earth. In 1
Timothy 2, a portion of God‟s will is seen: for all to be saved (2:4). If God‟s will is for all
to be saved, and the Church has been instructed to pray his will, then it cannot forsake
standing in the gap, petitioning God, for all human beings to come into relationship with
the Godhead.
In addition to prayer, Paul, throughout his writings, continually emphasizes the
believer‟s responsibility to share the gospel with unbelievers. In Romans 10:14, Paul
writes, “How, then, can they call on the one they have not believed in? And how can they
believe in the one of whom they have not heard? And how can they hear without
someone preaching to them?” Though praying for the lost is essential for believers, Paul
never wanted Christians to lose sight of the need to couple prayer with the proclamation
of the good news of Jesus Christ.
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The biblical text, both directly and indirectly, reveals a clear picture of a God who
calls for and listens to the intercession of all those who have embraced Christ. God
desires all to be saved and invites the Church to participate in this mission. Miller
emphasizes this responsibility: “Intercession belongs to the burden of being the servant of
the Lord, of taking up the responsibility of representing God to the people” (275). Prayer
is thus seen as foundational to the evangelistic effort of the God of the universe, who has
called the people of God to stand in the gap between heaven and earth and to declare the
Divine‟s heart and will.
Church History
Prayer has been foundational to Christianity‟s mission since its inception. Over
the course of history, prayer has consistently been viewed as essential in the restoration
of spiritual life to the Church and the advancement of the kingdom of God on the earth. J.
Edwin Orr, a noted historian, says, “No individual or organization of people can arrange,
or produce an outpouring of the Spirit. It is exclusively the work of God” (i). As persons
look back over time, they can see that God works to influence people to pray prior to
moving on the hearts of individuals.
Prayer, as already noted, was foundational in the birthing of the Church at
Pentecost. The disciples were moved to intercede as a result of Christ‟s call to “wait” and
his commission to “go.” The Holy Spirit‟s coming was the answer to prayers that also
moved three thousand souls to faith in Christ. The early believers continued to pray,
resulting in the daily addition of individuals to the family of God. Eventually, the gospel
spilled out of its Jewish bounds to the nations of the world, thus fulfilling Isaiah 56:7:
“My house will be called a house of prayer for all the nations.” These prayers became the
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foundation for social manifestations as well. The poor were taken care of, the sick were
healed, and the demon-possessed were delivered.
Prayer remained the centerpiece of believing communities from the time of the
apostles on through the Protestant Reformation. Examples of believers‟ reliance upon
intercession to aid in the process of evangelism are recorded in the testimonies and
writings of the early Church fathers, monastic communities, and numerous other authors
during the first sixteen centuries (Freeman and Greig 125).
In 1727, Count Nicolaus Zinzendorf, a German nobleman, was experiencing
conflict arising between the various sects of Protestants that inhabited his estate. He
responded by calling these groups together to pray at a hill near Hernnhut. Later that
summer, the Holy Spirit began to fall heavily on the participants, resulting in a prayer
movement among the Moravians that continued uninterrupted for the next one hundred
years. This season of prayer appears to have prepared the stage for the spiritual
reawakening that happened worldwide in the years that followed.
John Wesley, the founder of the Methodist movement and great Wesleyan revival
of the eighteenth century, was converted as a part of this prayer movement. While
attending a Moravian prayer meeting in London, he felt his heart “strangely warmed.”
Later, he traveled to visit and witness the events at Hernnhut.
Wesley‟s conversion, though influenced by the Moravian prayer movement, was
most likely a result of his mother‟s prayers. Susanna believed firmly in the power of
prayer. Every day she would spend an hour from 1:00 to 2:00 p.m. in private prayer and
Bible reading (Pegram 25). She also spent an hour weekly with each of her children in
order to train them in the things of God. Conceivably, Susanna‟s prayers were
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instrumental in John‟s, as well as his brother Charles‟, conversion, which, in turn, led to
the conversion of multitudes.
Jonathan Edwards, the early American preacher, recognized prayer‟s importance
in preparing the individual‟s heart to experience the move of God. He wrote a plea
challenging the believers to engage in prayer that would result in the conversion of souls:
God‟s people will be given a spirit of prayer, inspiring them to come
together and pray in an extraordinary manner, that He would help his
Church show mercy to mankind in general, pour out his Spirit, revive His
work, and advance His kingdom in the world as He promised. Moreover,
such prayer would gradually spread and increase more and more, ushering
in a revival of religion. This would be characterized by greater worship
and service of God among believers. Others will be awakened to their
need for God, motivating them to earnestly cry out to God for mercy.
They will be led to join with God‟s people in that extraordinary seeking
and serving of God which they see around them. (3-4)
Edwards acknowledged the power of prayer in bringing conversion to the lost. His
spoken and written words encouraged believers to utilize this God-given tool in
revitalizing the Church and in reaching the world with the good news of Jesus Christ.
David Brainerd, missionary to the American Indians in New York, New Jersey,
and eastern Pennsylvania, was greatly influenced by Jonathan Edwards. Brainerd‟s
journals reflect that he was a man who relied heavily on the power of prayer in the
conversion of souls. His habit was to spend nights in prayer for the salvation of the
Indians among whom he ministered. The following entries taken from his journal give
testimony to his belief in prayer‟s power in the transformation of human hearts:
Wednesday, April 21. … [A]nd God again enabled me to wrestle for
numbers of souls, and had much fervency in the sweet duty of
intercession.
Lord’s Day April 25. This morning I spent about two hours in secret
duties and was enabled more than ordinarily to agonize for immortal souls.
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Though it was early in the morning and the sun scarcely shined at all, yet
my body was quite wet with sweat. (Barlow)
These prayers did not go unheard as his journal goes on to testify:
Lord’s Day December 29. After public worship was over, I went to my
house, proposing to preach again after a short season of intermission. But
they soon came in one after another; with tears in their eyes, to know,
“what they should do to be saved.”
Brainerd‟s prayers resulted in the spiritual transformation of a number of Indians over the
years that followed.
The War of Independence and the French Revolution took a great toll on the
Western world‟s spiritual climate. The gains that had been made through the early
spiritual awakening and revivals had greatly deteriorated. Finally, in 1784, John Erskine
of Edinburgh and Edwards called believers to pray for God‟s Spirit to move in
reawakening people‟s hearts to himself. This call to prayer was taken up by churches
around the world, priming the way for a worldwide awakening (Orr 10). By the late
1790s and on into the 1800s, conviction began to come upon individuals in Europe,
America, and Africa. This move of God, sparked by prayer, lasted for over thirty years,
resulting in numerous conversions, missionary efforts, and the spawning of further prayer
movements. It also prompted the founding of hospitals, schools of various kinds, and
orphanages such as those founded by George Muller. However, evangelism remained the
prominent objective (16).
In the years 1857-58, another wave of intercession swept across North America.
People from all the Protestant denominations began to gather in meetings of intercession.
These gatherings led by people such as Phoebe Palmer and Jeremiah Lanphier greatly
affected the kingdom of God. Palmer emphasized the importance of prayer in the
expansion of the kingdom through the church while Lanphier called businessmen in New
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York to gather for prayer over the noon hour. The meeting grew to six thousand people in
daily attendance. Tens of thousands of people, shortly after, were reported to be
converted (Orr 25). The results of this sweeping move of the Spirit prompted prayer
gatherings all across the nation resulting in one million converts joining major Protestant
denominations (28). Not long after, this prayer movement spread worldwide, resulting in
over five million people coming to faith in Christ (41).
John Hyde, influenced by this move of God, became a dynamic missionary to
India. During his early years, he experienced persecution by the natives and few
conversions. In response he began to pray for and lead other missionaries in prayer for
the people of India. This passion resulted in his eventually spending nights in prayer,
pleading for the souls of the Indian people. He records his efforts in a letter he wrote to
his college:
Have felt led to pray for others this winter as never before. I never before
knew what it was to work all day and then pray all night before God for
another.… In college or at parties at home, I used to keep such hours for
myself, or pleasure, and can I not do as much for God and souls? (Klein)
Hyde, in the years that followed, possessed an “unquenchable passion” for souls. He said
that at night he experienced such a “weight on his heart” that “he could not eat or sleep
until he had prayed through to victory.” The result was that numerous persons in India
came to embrace faith in Christ.
In the early 1900s, prayer meetings again began to arise around the world.
Persons engaged in deep prayer, souls converted, and people became actively engaged in
missionary service. This praying resulted in preparation for the greatest evangelistic
outreach ever recorded in New Zealand and Australia and was what eventually led to the
Welsh Revival of 1904-05. The slogan of the movement was, “Bend the church and save
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the world” (Grubb 32). The primary aim of this revival, birthed out of prayer, was saving
souls. This particular move of God lasted for more than two years, seeing over 100,000
people converted, thus bringing about the nationwide transformation of Wales. People
around the world interceded for God to move in the hearts and lives of others as well.
God‟s move in Wales greatly influenced Rees Howells, a former tin mill worker.
As the revival grew, Howells experienced an increasing awareness of the need for people
to intercede on behalf of the spiritually lost while praying individuals through to victory
in Christ. Howells‟ participation in this practice, along with his fellow intercessors, led
him to see that they were engaged in a spiritual battle against the powers of darkness that
could not be won with carnal weapons of flesh and blood. Instead, he realized they
needed empowerment that was greater than themselves, as is recorded in his following
statement: “The intercession of the Holy Ghost for the saints in this present evil world
must be made through believers filled with the Holy Ghost” (qtd. in Grubb 33). Howells
saw himself, and those praying with him, like the early disciples waiting for the power
from on high to come and move upon and convict the hearts of humanity. Howells
faithfully sought this filling of the Holy Spirit, not for what it might manifest in him, but
because of his awareness of a lack of power to fulfill the call God placed upon his life.
Finally, a day came when God manifested power in such a way that Howells visibly saw
himself raised up in the heavens with Christ to the place of power.
As the Holy Spirit indwelt Howells, he was led to see “that effectual praying must
be guided praying” (Grubb 43). Howells came to embrace the revelation that he should
only pray the prayers that the Holy Ghost gave him. In addition, he found that he must
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also be willing to allow God to answer the prayer through him (43). This revelation was
exemplified in Howells‟ interactions with a man named Will Battery.
Battery experienced an illness that eventually led him to become addicted to
alcohol. He no longer slept in a bed but in the boiler room of the tin mine. He was
unclean and unshaven. The Holy Spirit placed a burden on Howells‟ heart for this man‟s
soul. Howells began to travail for Battery in prayer—praying him through “to sanity,
salvation, and to love him „not in word neither in tongue; but in deed and in truth‟” (qtd.
in Grubb 44). These prayers resulted in a deep love for Battery, leading Howells to
befriend him. Battery came to faith in Christ. Howells later revealed that this man‟s
mother had also been standing in prayer for her son for years.
Howells continued to pray for the spread of the gospel around the world. In 1934
he was given new instruction by God. He felt called to beseech him to give the gospel to
“every creature.” He received word from God that he was “to intercede, to go and to
serve others who go”—faithfully being committed to the commission of every creature
hearing the gospel (qtd. in Grubb 213). This call led him and his intercessors to pray any
prayer God would lay on their hearts. They assumed responsibility for praying for doors
to be open to all, and they stood fighting in prayer for whatever would oppose the
evangelization of peoples and nations (214). Howells never gave up this God-given
mission of standing for the salvation of the world‟s people.
J. O. Fraser was another example of an individual in the past century who tied
prayer and evangelism closely together. Fraser was the first missionary to the Lisu people
of the Upper Salween in Southwest China. He found that the burden of his heart was for
“abiding fruit” among these people. In a journal entry from Sunday, 2 January 1916,
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Fraser writes, “An earnest desire to save souls is on me” (4). He found himself spiritually
battled as he interceded, “Give me Lisu converts and I can truly say I will be happy even
in a pigsty” (4). Fraser relied heavily on the Holy Spirit‟s prompting to guide him in his
intercession for this people. In addition, he realized the importance of not only his own
prayers but the prayers of others:
[C]hristians at home can do as much for foreign missions as those actually
on the field. I believe it will only be known on the Last Day how much has
been accomplished in missionary work by the prayers of earnest believers
at home. And this, surely, is the heart of the problem. Such work does not
consist in curio exhibitions, lantern lectures, interesting reports, and so on.
Good as they may be, these are only the fringe, not the root of the matter.
Solid, lasting missionary work is done on our knees. (7)
Fraser strongly believed that success with the Lisu people was highly contingent upon the
intercession. He realized that he was engaged in a spiritual battle and that prayers were
essential in the thwarting of, and standing against, the powers of Satan.
Today, 60-70 percent of the Lisu people are Christian. They are one of the two
minority groups that the Chinese government has categorized as Christian. Of these two
they are the largest (Taylor).
In the latter part of the twentieth century, a renewed call to pray for the lost began
to surface among pockets of Christians. David Yonggi Cho of Yoido Full Gospel Church
in Seoul, South Korea, called thousands to daily prayer, which led to tens of thousands of
conversions. In the 1990s, unified prayer by pastors began to sweep across Argentina,
producing numerous conversions among the spiritually lost. The heralding of this move
sparked renewed passion to utilize prayer to aid in reaching communities with the gospel.
Churches across America were challenged by national leaders through the Lighthouse
movement to begin actively praying for their neighbors and working to earn the right to
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introduce their neighbors to Jesus. In addition, key leaders in the church, such as C. Peter
Wagner, spearheaded organized prayer movements for the lost persons of the 10/40
Window. Steve Hawthorne and Graham Kendrick emphasize the need for people to
prayer walk neighborhoods. George Otis, Jr. stresses the need to map one‟s neighborhood
in an effort to affect the spiritual climates that could hinder effective evangelism
(Transformations).
Today, prayer evangelism seems once again to have been replaced in most
American congregations by newer programs and fads. Human efforts have been
embraced as preferable to and more effective than moving and working with the Spirit of
God in the salvation of souls. God does appear to be preparing the Church for another
move of his Spirit upon the earth, however. Within the last ten to fifteen years, houses of
prayer have begun to form around the world (Freeman and Grieg). People, once again,
are gathering to pray for the nations and specifically for those who have not yet
responded to the gospel of Jesus Christ. This renewed sense of prayer seems to be
reflective of past periods when God was about to move in a mighty way upon the hearts
and lives of people of the earth. My conviction is that, in addition, God is calling the
Church to train its members to engage with believers across the world in effectively
praying for the salvation of the lost.
Theology of Prayer Evangelism
Prayer evangelism is birthed out of an understanding of the spiritual plight of
those separated from God:
More than half the people who have ever lived are now alive. The
population is climbing to more than five billion. If we don‟t have an
awakening in this generation, more people will go to an eternity without
Christ than in all the past generations put together. (Pegram 23-24)
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One will never prevail in prayer for those who are separated from God until they truly
understand the spiritual state, and consequences, of those who are separated from
relationship with God:
We need prayer warriors who have seen the heart of God, who know the
Bible meaning and significance of the day of judgment, heaven and hell.
We need prayer warriors, who feel the slavery, the absence of an eternal
hope, and the doom of the unsaved. (Duewel 23)
This heartfelt understanding of the lost that was demonstrated by persons such as
Brainerd, Hyde, and Howells is absent from the majority of believers today. An
intellectual realization of people being spiritually lost exists; however, the sense of travail
that these past intercessors experienced, and even that Jesus demonstrated over the city of
Jerusalem, does not drive their prayers. This travailing prayer is essential, according to
Murray. He says that through intercession, God “continues His saving work and can do
nothing without it” (Ministry of Intercession 17). The Church must once again model and
instruct people in how to capture this heart of God.
Scripture records that God wants none to perish (Matt. 18:14; 2 Pet. 3:9). This
desire precipitated Jesus‟ coming in the Incarnation to seek and save that which was lost
(Luke 19:10). Jesus has now returned to his heavenly father, leaving his followers with
the most sacred trust—the souls of humanity—souls for whom Christ died and for whom
he has now entrusted to his disciples to pray.
This passion for the lost is a result of the love of God being made manifest in the
life of the believer. It resembles Moses‟ pleading for his fellow Israelites when he said,
“Please forgive their sin—but if not, then blot me out of the book you have written”
(Exod. 32:32), or Jesus who, when faced with dying on behalf of humanity, said, “[N]ot
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my will but your will be done” (Luke 22:42). This type of agonizing for souls comes only
as one connects with God‟s heart. S. D. Gordon exemplifies this attitude when he states,
“I cannot resist the conviction that there are people in that lower, lost world who are there
because someone failed to put his life in touch with God, and pray” (194-95). Although
Gordon, no doubt, overemphasizes our role in the salvation other of others and
downplays God‟s role, it does reflect the importance of praying for the lost. As believers
surrender to God‟s Spirit, their openness allows God to plant a seed of compassion for
humanity that first resides in God‟s own being.
Throughout the Gospels, Jesus is always mindful of the spiritually lost, not only
those in the present but also those in the future. This mind-set drives him to instruct those
who respond to his call of discipleship to join him actively in reaching out to, and
inviting in, the lost of humanity. Today‟s followers of Christ need to ask God for this
same heart of compassion toward the lost. Prayer teacher and author Margaret Therkelsen
summarizes this attitude:
Intercessors allow the grief and sadness, the yearning for others to find
God to bring them to the throne of grace. Then the Holy Spirit can weep
and lament through us, praying the prayers of God for the people of the
world. (77)
This type of standing for the lost requires an endurance that arises out of realizing that
God works in them to act according to his good purpose in reaching those who are
spiritually separated from the Godhead (Phil. 2:13).
Unless non-Christians truly believe that sin has alienated them from God, they
will not embrace their need of a savior. They will rest on their own character and abilities
to qualify them for God‟s kingdom. Those who believe that separation from God holds
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not only present ramifications but eternal consequences should begin to find their hearts
longing for the deliverance of these individuals from the throngs of death.
Prayer and the Work of the Trinity
Believers who enter into prayer for the spiritually lost need to understand that
they are joining with the Trinity in praying God‟s heart and releasing God‟s power over
the individual in some mysterious way. Sandy Mayle says that when people pray “the
Three-in-One confers together,” thus, their prayers become the subject of the Trinity‟s
conversation (39). Each distinct part of the Godhead plays a role in the work of
intercessory prayer for the lost.
As believers open their hearts to God, they invite the Godhead to pray in and
through them for others. The Holy Spirit‟s role is then to translate the heart of God into a
prayer that begins to form within the individual. Walter Wink says, “[I]t is God who
initiates prayer, not us, and God‟s power, not ours, that answers to the world‟s needs”
(“History Belongs to the Intercessors” 15). The intercessor‟s role is to listen for that deep
groaning that God desires to raise up within them through the prompting of the Holy
Spirit. They are then to join that prayer.
As people pray, they join with the heart of the Son through the deep supplications
of the Spirit moving within them. Christ is “the principal actor in intercession, not the
individual. The burden of intercession is his, not ours” (Seamands 13). The Bible terms
this type of intercession as becoming co-laborers with Christ. Christ is already at the right
hand of God making intercession, but pray-ers join him in the act.
Amy Carmichael, a missionary in South India, found herself with a deep burden
for girls engaged as temple prostitutes. This heaviness led her to intercede and speak out
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on their behalf, resulting in extreme opposition from the local priests. She writes of her
co-laboring on their behalf:
At last a day came when the burden grew too heavy for me; and then it
was as though the tamarind trees about the house were not tamarind, but
olive, and under one of these trees our Lord Jesus knelt alone. And I knew
that this was His burden, not mine. It was He who was asking me to share
it with Him, not I who was asking Him to share it with me. After that there
was only one thing to do: who that saw Him kneeling there could have
done anything but go into the garden and kneel down beside Him under
the olive trees? (31)
Joining with Christ allows believers to add the prayer that has risen through the
supplications of the Holy Spirit within them to Christ‟s prayers for the lost. This
understanding allows intercessors to see that their role is not to create prayer or even to
make it effective. Instead, their role is to respond faithfully to the call to participate in the
heart‟s unveiling of those of whom God has spoken.
The role of the Father is to initiate the prayer. He sends the Son to open the door
of communication between himself and the intercessor. Next, he sends the Spirit to help
convey the specific prayer (Mayle 40). Therein lies part of the fallacy in the teaching of
prayer—individuals have been convinced that the responsibility to conjure up prayers for
the world is theirs:
We are not called to do everything, to heal everything, to change
everything, but only to do what God asks of us. And in the asking is
supplied the power to perform it. We are free from the paralysis that
results from being overwhelmed by the immensity of the world‟s need and
our relative powerlessness. (Wink, “God Is the Intercessor” 24)
Wink goes on to say that God is already praying within the believers. Intercessors do not
try to make contact with God. They work to listen to what God already says to them in
their hearts (24). When intercessors join the Godhead in prayer, they can boldly approach
God‟s throne in the confidence of John‟s words in 1 John 5:14-15: “[Knowing] that if we
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ask anything according to his will, he hears us. And if we know that he hears us—
whatever we ask—we know that we have what we asked of him.” This type of prayer
results in a confidence that the intercessors prayer is in agreement with the heart of God.
Prayer and Prevenient Grace
In order to engage in the practice of prayer evangelism properly, the intercessor
must understand the work of God‟s grace in the process of salvation. According to
Wesleyan theology, humankind is hopelessly spiritually lost. An individual can do
nothing to remedy the situation—no good works, no right emotion, no perfect thought.
Humankind‟s only hope is to receive help from beyond themselves. Scripture displays
God as the one who takes this initiative of rescue, working to bring as many people as
possible to salvation. God‟s work is not in response to something humanity does; the
initiative is completely God‟s on humankind‟s behalf. Wesley titled this divine work
“Prevenient Grace—the grace that comes before” (Harper, Way to Heaven 34), beginning
“the moment of human conception” and continuing “beyond the moment of an
individual‟s death” (33). However, each individual is left with the choice of whether to
respond to God‟s wooing or not.
In his sermon, “The Spirit of Bondage and of Adoption,” Wesley saw the process
of conversion moving through three stages. Understanding this process provides insight
into how the intercessor joins with God in opening the eyes of the spiritually blind.
Wesley titled the first stage “natural man” (181). Individuals in this category are
those who have not yet been spiritually awakened to their need for God. Their minds are
clouded and remain ignorant of God, or they are unaware of the need for God‟s work in
their lives. These individuals are unable to discern good from evil and remain free from
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the conviction of sin. They tend to congratulate themselves on being good people
resulting in a sense of false peace concerning their spiritual state. Persons in this mind-set
neither truly possess a love for God, nor fear God. They view God as somewhat separate
from their lives and understand God to be merciful and accepting of them as they are.
They find a form of joy and happiness from deceived thinking and experienced worldly
pleasures.
In Wesley‟s opinion, Scripture portrays God reaching out to people in this
deceived position by grace, yet he realizes the natural man‟s or woman‟s mind remains
veiled to seeing the hand God extended to them. As intercessors encounter persons in this
stage, they are called to join in God‟s rescue by praying for individuals to hear the voice
of God—calling them out from spiritual peril through Christ.
As people become awakened to spiritual lostness they move into the second stage
Wesley describes as “under law” (188). In this state prevenient grace takes on the form of
“leading grace” (188). The operation of God is working to move the spiritually lost to the
place of repentance (Harper, Way to Heaven 35). Wesley says that God‟s grace
accomplishes this purpose in three ways. First, it creates sensitivity to God‟s will in the
individuals. Second, it convicts the sinners that they have violated God‟s will and are in
need of God‟s work in their lives as they encounter God‟s law. Finally, the lost
individuals begin to have a desire to please God (35).
This process of awakening can come in a moment or happen gradually, as the lost
persons‟ eyes become unveiled to the true state of their souls before a holy God. They
begin to see that God is not only merciful but also a consuming fire. In addition, a sense
of unrest and conviction begins to plague the individuals‟ souls. They start to grasp the
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reality of being spiritually separated from God, hell‟s fire, and their need for salvation.
The unbelievers become aware of being shackled to sin and of their inability to get free
from it by their own efforts. At this point, the individuals are enlightened to the concept
that their deliverance will come only through God‟s grace, manifest through the work of
Jesus Christ. As their eyes are opened to these realities, they begin to cry out to God in
repentance.
As the intercessors discern that persons are moving into this second stage, they
need to pray diligently for the spiritually lost individuals to become aware of their need
for Christ; to have the courage to open their hearts to God‟s invitation for redemption and
relationship. In addition, the intercessors need to remain available to engage the
awakening individual verbally —answering their questions while sensitively introducing
them to the God who is calling out their names.
Wesley titled this third stage “under grace” (192). At this point, individuals have
heard and responded to God‟s call for relationship, knowing they have become adopted
sons or daughters of God. This realization of being God‟s children results in joy and
peace, filling the individuals‟ lives as the Holy Spirit enters their souls.
The awakened person now has opened eyes to see a God who is loving and
gracious, a God who has lovingly reached out to humanity in Christ and who continues to
work on humankind‟s behalf to provide freedom from sin, guilt, Satan, fear, and eternal
death. As the Holy Spirit is allowed to fill the individuals‟ life they become assured of
their standing with God through Christ, resulting in a genuine desire to flee sin and sinful
practice, which hinders the flow of God‟s Spirit.
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This same grace that is moving upon the unbeliever is also working in the
intercessor‟s life. Wesley says, “God worketh in you; therefore you can work” (Jackson
511). In the intercessor‟s case, the Holy Spirit is not opening their eyes to a need for
Christ, but the Spirit is, instead, working to open the Christian‟s eyes to the unbeliever‟s
spiritual state. The believers are reminded of what Christ has done for them and what he
desires to do in the lives of all humanity. As a result, this awareness calls the believer to
pray for the lost individual, while moving them to witness actively to the reality and
transforming power of Christ. Opening the eyes of both the unbeliever and believer, by
God‟s grace, is the ultimate goal of prayer evangelism.
Prayer and Free Will
The topic of prayer evangelism naturally lends to a discussion of free will. Since
the Garden of Eden, God has chosen to give humankind freedom of choice whether to
walk in relationship with the Godhead or not. Though God, at times, has used
circumstances to move people to faith, such as Moses‟ encounter with the burning bush
and the Apostle Paul‟s meeting Christ on the Damascus road, God has not violated the
boundary of a person‟s free will. God respects this boundary even with knowledge of the
eternal consequences for those who may choose to reject relationship with the Godhead.
God, in the same way, will not violate this freedom of choice through believers‟
prayers. Just as Christians‟ intercession cannot force a person to turn to Christ, neither
does praying for an individual or people group guarantee they will come to faith. This
decision to respond is still left to the individual. Pete Greig, founder of the 24/7 Prayer
Movement, says, “The decision to accept or reject Christ sits fairly and squarely with
every individual, and no one else can make that choice for them—not even God” (153).
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Prayer, though not able to violate a person‟s free will, does have the ability to affect the
spiritual realm that surrounds the spiritually lost. The intercessor is allowed through
prayer to engage in disarming the demonic forces that can blind and distort an
individual‟s perception of God. Unbelievers unknowingly give authority to these spirits
of darkness by their continual decision to live in broken relationship with God. God will
not violate a person‟s free will, but neither can Satan. Though God may be working to
woo the individual by the Holy Spirit, the enemy‟s blinding forces hinder them from
comprehending, or seeing, the truth of Christ. Their vision or perception of God remains
distorted. Prayer, in line with the will of God, under the authority of Christ, has the ability
to push back the powers of darkness so the individual can sense Christ‟s drawing. The
spiritual haze is allowed to be lifted so that the individual can gain a clearer picture of
God and his or her true relationship with the Godhead. Greig describes it as an ability to
influence rather than to manipulate or control:
When we begin to see prayer-power as a model of relational influence
within people‟s lives rather than an impersonal control-mechanism over
them, we begin to sense the importance of perseverance in prayer and of
allowing the Holy Spirit to guide the way we pray for a person or
community over a protracted period of time. (155)
Prayer of this nature may affect a person‟s circumstances, experiences, or environments
in order to soften their hearts. Though believers must be careful when attributing trials to
God, they should be aware that the Holy Spirit will take advantage of such opportunities
(White 88). However, unbelievers still retain the ability to resist God‟s draw upon their
lives. This ability allows the individuals to be free to choose their own response to God
without Satan‟s distortion.
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Prayer and Spiritual Warfare
Anthropologist Paul G. Hiebert says, “There is a battle for hearts and souls of
humans” (213). Understanding this battle, and the part that prayer plays in it, is essential
to prayer evangelism. Lee E. Thomas emphasizes this importance: “The lost will not, and
indeed cannot, be saved unless someone prays for them” (1). Of course, God is sovereign
and ultimately has the ability to work beyond the limits of human comprehension or
understanding. God truly wants and wills human partnership through prayer in the
accomplishment of the divine will. In that sense, Thomas rightly underscores the crucial
part that humanity plays.
The reason for this spiritual predicament in the life of an unbeliever is revealed in
2 Corinthians 4:4. The Apostle Paul explains how the mind of an unsaved person has
been veiled from the truth. As a result, they are incapable, in their own efforts, to see
what God has provided for them in Christ:
[It causes the unbeliever to have an] incapacity to comprehend the way of
salvation, and is imposed upon unregenerate man by the arch enemy of
God in his attempts to hinder the purpose of God in redemption. It is a
condition of mind against which man can have no power. (Chafer 57)
When told the gospel story, these individuals see it through a lens constructed by the
enemy, which distorts its importance. The result is an inability to comprehend and thus
embrace the truth, much like the Apostle Paul prior to his Damascus road experience.
Evangelism, in its traditional sense, relies heavily on God‟s word to lift this veil.
Thomas shares that this method is not enough. “Sharing the gospel with those for whom
no one has prayed is like encouraging a blind man to view a beautiful sunset with you. It
is a hopeless case, for he is blind. He cannot see!” (2). Prayer then, for opening the minds
of the spiritually lost to the gospel, becomes essential. Also important is that the one
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approaching such prayer realizes that a spiritual force is at work behind the individual‟s
blindness:
Until we recognize the strong man „fully armed‟ at the back of all
darkness of thought and blindness to the Gospel, we shall not do much
towards bringing men out of the power of darkness into the kingdom of
God‟s dear Son. (Penn-Lewis 42-43)
Prayer, spoken in Christ‟s authority under the direction of the Holy Spirit, is vital in
freeing the spiritual captives:
The strong man, Satan, can only be bound and rendered helpless when the
Holy Spirit is released through much asking, seeking, knocking. Strong,
persistent prayer of the Holy Spirit (Rom 8:26) releases in us, through
asking, seeking, knocking, God‟s power to overcome Satan and his
stronghold of deception. (Therkelsen 12)
The results of such praying are that the Holy Spirit is now free to minister to the
individual and their situation, releasing them from the stronghold of false perception.
Persistent intercession pushes the enemy back, allowing persons to respond to the Holy
Spirit‟s gentle drawing.
Believers must understand that because of their spiritual position in Christ, they
are called to join with him in the fight for souls. Jesus, as recorded in John 16:8-11, said
that he must return to his father so that he could send the Holy Spirit. He went on to say
that a key role the Spirit would play would be in convicting human hearts of sin and of
their need for God. Unbelievers are often blinded to this realization. The focused prayers
of the believer, standing endued with Christ‟s authority, are able to confront the spirits of
darkness, thus lifting the veil and allowing the individual to sense their spiritual need and
Christ‟s drawing by the power of the Holy Spirit.
Tom White shares four specific ways that the believer can work in conjunction
with the Holy Spirit, through prayer, to lift this veiling. The first is in asking the Spirit to
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cause a “sense of dissatisfaction in the person‟s heart and to stir a desire to seek the real
source of life and meaning” (100). Second, prayers should be offered for the “softening
of the resistance of truth” (100). Third, the believer should pray that the Holy Spirit will
“plant and water seeds of truth in the heart” (101). Finally, Christ followers must persist
in praying that the individual will become “sick of sin and self-effort and convinced of
the need for salvation” (101).
Believers often judge those who are spiritually lost because of their refusal to see
the truth of the gospel. Instead, Christians need to understand that until the veil is lifted
from the persons‟ eyes, they are incapable of the truth being revealed to their hearts. The
believers need clearly to be aware of this spiritual predicament. Sheets states the problem
this way: “The unbeliever cannot war for himself. He cannot and will not overcome the
strongholds of darkness, and he will not understand the gospel until the veil lifts” (177).
The Christians‟ responsibility is to see themselves as commissioned by Christ to join him
in lifting the veil from the lost persons‟ mind, so that the Holy Spirit can impress upon
them a sense of their need for Christ and Christ‟s invitation to enter into God‟s eternal
kingdom. They must understand that they do not go forth into the world alone, or in their
own strength, but instead under the name of Christ and in his authority and power. They
have been sent to take back what the enemy has stolen—the creation and the hearts of
humanity. This assignment requires believers to understand the battle in which they are
engaging—a battle for the souls of individuals. In order to be effective, Christ followers
must have an understanding of how the enemy works to blind and deceive the minds of
individuals, as well as the tools with which God has equipped believers in order to
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confront these forces that continually alienate persons from the liberation Christ has come
to provide.
Spiritual warfare first has a defensive stance—preparing the believer to engage in
battle. Whenever believers engage in evangelism, the probability is very high that they
will experience spiritual harassment. For this reason, the intercessors must learn to
prepare themselves for battle. In Ephesians 6:10-20, Paul instructs disciples to equip
themselves by putting on spiritual armor. These pieces include the helmet of salvation,
the breastplate of righteousness, the belt of truth, the shield of faith, feet fitted with the
gospel of peace, and the sword of the Spirit. He concludes by reminding his listeners to
pray always, that they may stand against the wiles of the enemy. Satan‟s first defense to
keep believers from advancing God‟s kingdom is to work to defeat, distract, or dissuade
believers in this prayer effort. For this reason, White says, intercessors must learn to
discern spiritual attack and aggressively confront it with authoritative prayer (90). Thus,
believers must “be self-controlled and alert. Your enemy the devil prowls around like a
roaring lion looking for someone to devour” (1 Pet. 5:8). In order for believers to engage
in spiritual warfare actively, they must have checked their own armor. They must be free
from unconfessed sin (Ps. 66:18). They need to hold no offense in their hearts toward
anyone. This defensive posturing is essential as laid out in the Scripture. Teresa of Avila
states, “When we deal with the demons, we are dealing with traitorous cowards. Though
they don‟t dare attack those who are well prepared through prayer, they do great harm
whenever they discover that a person is careless in prayer” (55). An understanding of
spiritual warfare reminds intercessors to continually pay close attention to their own
souls‟ spiritual states when engaging in prayer.
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The second stage of spiritual warfare is offensive. In this stage, believers actually
confront the strongholds of the enemy on behalf of others. A stronghold is a place within
the lives of unbelievers of which Satan is in control. These holds create mind-sets that
blind the individual to the draw of God. Sheets shares several things intercessors need to
do in order to break these strongholds. First, they need to ask the Holy Spirit to reveal
thought processes in the individuals that keep them from embracing the truth. These can
be such things as false teachings, unbelief, hatred, self-centeredness, lust, or a religious
spirit (2 Cor. 10:4-5). The intercessors need to name these and tear them down in faith.
Second, they must come against all pride that has arisen—all mind-sets that exalt
themselves against the knowledge of God. Finally, intercessors need to pray that the
individuals will be shielded from Satan‟s thoughts and temptations (173-75). Alvin J.
Vander Griend goes on to say, “Our prayer against Satan must be persistent because
Satan doesn‟t give up easily. If believers do not fight this battle, no one will” (129).
Failure to fight will have eternal consequences in the lives of the spiritually lost.
Guilt should not be the motivation for prayer and evangelism. An understanding
of a persons‟ eternal separation from God should drive believers to long for the
deliverance of those who are in the throngs of eternal death. Believers must be aware that
God desires to enlist them in lifting the veil so that unbelievers can see the light of the
gospel.
Prayer and Evangelism
A definition of prayer evangelism, as gleaned from the reading, is praying for the
spiritual unveiling of the mind of the lost and the believers, so that the lost may
comprehend clearly Christ and his work on their behalf, and that Christians would
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become aware of the spiritually lost in their midst, thus beginning to pray for their
conversion while looking for ways to engage them in conversation about Christ. God has
empowered believers with the gift of the Holy Spirit so that they can step out in the
spiritual realm, through prayer, and boldly declare God‟s will, thus allowing God to
reveal an invitation to relationship through the divine Word, Spirit, and other people.
Authoritative praying for the spiritually lost must be nurtured in the believer by
abiding in Christ. Jesus said, “If you abide in Me, and My words abide in you, ask
whatever you wish, and it shall be done for you” (John 15:7, NASB). Abiding in Christ
allows several things to transpire. First, it creates an environment for the Holy Spirit to
reveal any personal sin that may diminish the intercessors‟ spiritual authority, thus
hindering the effectiveness of their prayers. Silvoso says that holy hands are those that
can pierce the spiritual darkness (That None Should Perish 88). Doubt in God‟s Word,
unforgiveness towards another, or unconfessed personal transgressions also have the
ability to hinder the intercessors‟ effectiveness in praying for the spiritually lost.
Another result of abiding in Christ is that it develops sensitivity to the Holy
Spirit‟s promptings. This increased awareness illuminates the unbelievers for whom God
would have intercessors pray, as well as how they are to pray. People are often tempted to
develop a methodology that can be repeated consistently in each situation. This repetition
promotes the danger of reliance on a form rather than on the Holy Spirit‟s guidance and
empowerment.
Finally, the intercessors‟ abiding in Christ results in their being able to identify
with God‟s heart for the spiritually lost. This identification comes as the believer learns to
listen for God‟s heartbeat for the lost—a desire that none would perish. Silvoso says this
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type of identification with the lost is essential in effective prayer. Not something that can
be taught or self-generated, it must be imparted by the Holy Spirit (Prayer Evangelism:
Prayer and Spiritual Warfare). The believer needs to come to God in full repentance for
their lack of previous concern and plead for an impartation of God‟s heart for the
spiritually lost.
Silvoso, in addition, acknowledges seven strongholds that can hinder the
believer‟s success in prayer evangelism. First is the structural stronghold. Believers must
realize that only one “chief shepherd” presides over their city—Jesus—while at the same
time understand that there are many “under shepherds”—local pastors (Prayer
Evangelism: Prayer and Spiritual Warfare). Territorialism, or divisiveness, among
believers will hinder reaching the lost; thus, Christians need to see themselves engaged in
a unified effort with all other believers to reach the spiritually lost.
The second stronghold is methodological (Silvoso, Prayer Evangelism: Prayer
and Spiritual Warfare). Believers in this mind-set see non-Christians‟ salvation as their
only need, thus neglecting to pray for those things that are most on the mind, and
plaguing the life, of the unbeliever. As a result, intercessors neglect praying for the nonChristians‟ most heartfelt needs. Unfortunately, these deep needs, when met through
prayer, have the greatest potential to awaken unbelievers to an awareness of God‟s love
and invitation for relationship.
Attitudinal strongholds are third. Believers and congregations often struggle with
accepting persons engaged in sin prior to salvation. Silvoso says that believers must
demonstrate love and acceptance to the spiritually lost while in this state or else the
unconverted will not be willing to make their heartfelt needs known, nor will they be
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open to forming relationships with believers (Prayer Evangelism: Prayer and Spiritual
Warfare).
The fourth stronghold is anthropological (Silvoso, Prayer Evangelism: Prayer
and Spiritual Warfare). Believers in the Western world are often unaware of the demonic
forces working to keep persons in spiritual darkness. The result is that persons do not
engage in spiritual battle through prayer for the spiritually lost.
Theological strongholds are fifth. This type of stronghold is manifest when
wisdom is emphasized over spiritual power (Silvoso, Prayer Evangelism: Prayer and
Spiritual Warfare). As opposed to spiritual power encounters, believers rely upon right
thinking to lead a person out of spiritual darkness into light. The danger with stressing
wisdom is that persons become convinced about Christianity in their minds but may
never embrace Christ with their hearts.
The next stronghold is personal, in which believers possess a greater love for
themselves than the spiritually lost (Silvoso, Prayer Evangelism: Prayer and Spiritual
Warfare). The result is that believers focus their energy and resources on themselves, as
opposed to non-Christians.
The final stronghold believers may encounter is spiritual. Silvoso says this mindset is “the presiding Jesus” versus “the indwelling Jesus.” In America, Christians
conceptualize Jesus being “in their hearts” to the point that they lose sight of Jesus being
“in their midst.” As Christians encounter non-Christians, they must remain aware that
Jesus is present and desiring to be introduced to unbelievers (Prayer Evangelism: Prayer
and Spiritual Warfare).
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Silvoso sees prayer used today primarily as a support system for evangelism, as
opposed to using prayer as evangelism. He believes this use is contradictory to Jesus‟
teaching in John where prayer and evangelism are presented as the same thing. Jesus
models this marriage of tasks in Luke 10:5 when he commissions his first evangelists.
These individuals were to go to the spiritually lost and declare peace to them. Silvoso
equates this peace with praying blessing, which included lifting up heartfelt needs of the
nonbelievers they encountered. Miraculous answers to prayer resulted in the spiritually
lost being open to receiving the gospel of Jesus Christ, thus fulfilling what Jesus termed,
in John 14:12, the “greater works” (Prayer Evangelism: Prayer and Spiritual Warfare).
In response to this understanding, persons need to go outside and open their eyes
to those around them. Robert Tuttle, evangelism professor at Asbury Theological
Seminary, says, “Ninety percent of evangelism is showing up and paying attention.”
Christians need to be sensitive to persons in their sphere of influence for whom the Holy
Spirit is prompting them to pray. In addition, service and interaction with one‟s neighbors
allows Christians to gain access into the world of the lost, which enables them to listen
for and ask for persons to share their heartfelt needs. These needs are those that hold true
importance in people‟s lives and appear most unattainable. Once these needs are
identified, believers are instructed to inform the non-Christians that they will be praying
for God to meet their need. Silvoso believes, “Prayers for the felt needs of the lost have a
higher priority than prayers for the needs of the saved. Their spiritual lives are what hang
in the balance” (That None Should Perish 85). He says, “When Christians begin to pray
for the felt needs of the lost, God surprises them with almost immediate answers to
prayer. In fact, prayer for the needs of the one-hundredth sheep is the spiritual equivalent
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of dialing 911” (85). Armed with this knowledge, intercessors should not be surprised
when they see God answering their prayers for the needs of the spiritually lost.
Silvoso encourages persons to walk their neighborhoods, blessing them, praying
for people. Hawthorne and Kendrick have titled this practice “prayer-walking”—
“walking on-site with insight” (12). Persons engaged in this form of intercession are sent
out to pray over their neighborhood, workplace, or city:
One major reason for making neighborhoods a primary focus for prayerwalking is the biblical concept of territoriality. Those who actually reside
in an area presumably can exercise a greater spiritual authority than can
outsiders. This applies to nations, cities, industries, people groups and
other human networks as well as neighborhoods. (Wagner 175)
The intercessors‟ role is to step out in their God-given authority, under the direction of
the Holy Spirit, and release God‟s will through prayer in the very places they expect their
prayers to be answered.
Prayer-walking, in itself, does not increase the power of prayer; however, it does
aid prayer in several ways. First, it promotes agreement in prayer (Hawthorne and
Kendrick 37). People are encouraged to pray in groups of twos or threes. This partnership
allows intercessors to confirm one another‟s impressions of who, or what, should receive
prayer. This cooperation works to elevate the faith of those praying.
Second, prayer-walking helps focus the intercessors‟ faith. Physical sight has the
power to boost believers‟ spiritual perspective to see what God wants to do. Hawthorne
and Kendrick say, “The vision God wants us to anticipate is the many millions of people
in God‟s family.… [W]e have an eye for God‟s yet-to-be-adopted children” (46). As
people go forth, they must “pray huge prayers” (80). These prayers are far beyond the
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intercessors‟ capabilities to accomplish and can only be achieved through the strength
and authority of Christ.
Finally, prayer-walking helps guide prayers. As intercessors participate in this
type of intercession, their senses are heightened to their surroundings and to God. As a
result, they are more open to the instruction and leading of the Holy Spirit in knowing
how to come against the spiritual forces that work to blind individuals.
Prayer-walking, as all types of prayer evangelism, can provoke spiritual warfare
at various levels. For this reason, Christians must spiritually arm themselves before
engaging in intercession. Again, this type of warfare is not coercive prayer but a
reclaiming of the spiritual realm that surrounds the individuals.
As the spiritual climate changes around non-Christians, it opens the way for them
to approach believers with questions concerning the gospel. Satan has previously worked
to hinder such interaction. Doors begin to open for relationship and spiritual dialogue
between intercessors and the spiritually lost (Silvoso, Prayer Evangelism: Prayer and
Spiritual Warfare).
Dick Eastman provides insight into how a person can engage in prayer for the
spiritually lost across the world. An individual responds out of a sense of the Spirit‟s
prompting for a certain individual or people group. This type of prayer evangelism seeks
God‟s discernment on what to pray specifically that will provoke an unveiling and a
response to the Holy Spirit‟s draw. Eastman provides several such examples in the
questions that follow: (1) “Whom Can I Trust?”(Love on its Knees 92) Pray that God will
place skepticism in the hearts of the spiritually lost so that they will question lies that they
hear; (2) “What Is My Reason for Being?” (92); (3) “Why Do People Reject God?” (93)
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The intercessor prays that the individual, or people group, will begin to question why
people, especially leaders, “vehemently reject the existence of God” (93); (4) “How Can I
Cope with My Problems?”(93) Prayer is directed at asking God to plant a sense of
hopelessness in a person‟s heart; however, at the same time, one needs to pray that the
enemy will not lead them to harming themselves permanently; and, (5) “Where Will I Go
When I Die?”(94). These examples give insight into revelation that the Holy Spirit can
give when seeking guidance on how to pray for the spiritually lost.
Sheets provides some additional key principles to keep in mind when praying for
those spiritually separated from God:
1.
2.
3.
4.

[Pray] that God would lift the veil over him.
[Pray] for the Holy Spirit to hover over him and protect him.
[Pray for godly people to be in his pathway each day.
[Pray] to cast down anything that would exalt itself against the
knowledge of God: specifically pride and rebellion.
5. [Pray] to take down all strongholds—thought patterns, opinions on
religion, materialism, fear.
6. [Pray] to bind Satan from taking the person captive; to bind all wicked
thoughts and lies Satan would try to place in the person‟s mind.
7. [Pray] that the armor of God would be placed on him. (176)
These principles allow the intercessors to maintain an understanding of the serious nature
of the spiritual endeavor in which they are engaged.
Persons engaged in prayer evangelism must realize they are called to prevailing
prayer—standing in ongoing persistent prayer for the lost. This prayer should continue
until the Holy Spirit releases the intercessor from praying for them any longer. The
believers need to remain persistent. Salvation may not come quickly. Christians must not
lose heart on another‟s behalf, but persevere. Prayers need to remain driven by a love for
the spiritually lost.
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In addition to personal prayer, prayer groups utilizing the same principles are also
highly effective. Silvoso shares how the Argentina revival originated out of groups who
gathered in unified prayer for the heartfelt needs of their neighbors and city leaders (That
None Should Perish 49). When the secular world sees Christians engaging in such efforts
across denominational lines, they become a powerful witness. Intercessors, however,
must continually realize that though they are called to pray, they are also called to engage
in service to the secular world in an effort to open doors to heartfelt needs. As God meets
those needs, they should be available to introduce persons to a relationship with Jesus
Christ.
Conclusion
Prayer plays an essential role in evangelism. Dick Eastman says in his article
“Lifting the Darkness,” “Nothing should motivate us to pray for the harvest more than the
knowledge that multitudes may receive Christ because we prayed” (23). Wesley
strengthens the case for prayer evangelism when he says, “God does nothing but in
answer to prayer” (qtd. in Foster 34). Of course, Wesley is not saying that God‟s
sovereignty is limited by Christians‟ lack of prayer, but he does emphasize the
importance of God working through the prayers of believers. God has placed the Holy
Spirit within believers, given them authority to pronounce his will upon the earth,
equipped them for battle in unveiling the spiritually blind, and privileged believers to join
with the Godhead in spiritually freeing individuals. Believers engaged in this type of
prayer, though not recognized, will find themselves engaged in the most important of
ministries—the salvation of souls.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Problem
I conducted this study in response to my observation of the lack of training for
praying for the spiritually lost. Generally, Christians are unaware of the spiritual battle
that is going on for the souls of humanity. They often have an awareness of people being
separated from God, but they approach this understanding with either a sense of selfreliance, believing the task of evangelism is up to human effort, or indifference, doing
little, if anything, to confront the problem.
These responses tend to stem from several things. First, they occur when
Christians are not taught about the essential need for prayer in the unveiling of the mind
of the spiritually lost. Seldom have believers received education on the spiritual realities
that affect persons in their response to the gospel message.
The second problem is that the church has stressed evangelism in a way that has
emphasized reliance on programs, personalities, and methodologies to bring people into a
relationship with Christ. These emphases have tended to minimize, and often exclude, the
role of prayer in the salvation process.
Third, the church has embraced an instantaneous process of conversion. Over the
last century, the church stressed an immediate work of the Holy Spirit in drawing persons
to Christ. This process has led to a minimization of the understanding of God‟s working
to woo individuals to relationship long before they ever come to faith in Jesus Christ.
Present evangelism methods seem to imply that the Holy Spirit moves them to faith with
little preparation. Though salvation can come instantaneously, this emphasis tends to
negate the importance of believers releasing their God-given authority to push back the
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spiritual darkness that can keep persons blinded to the realization of their need for Christ
and God‟s call to relationship.
Finally, the church has not actively worked to instruct people in how to practice
praying for the lost. Though Christians may have an intuitive sense that they need to pray
for the lost, they do not understand how to effectively pray for their friends, neighbors,
and world.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of an eight-week course
entitled Opening Their Eyes and Ours on participants‟ beliefs concerning and practice of
prayer evangelism. I designed this study to measure the degree of change in participants
based on a researcher-developed curriculum that instructed subjects in what prayer
evangelism is as well as provided instruction in how it is practiced. I hypothesized that
the participants‟ questionnaire scores would be higher following the class. Those results
would indicate a higher degree of involvement in the beliefs about and practice of prayer
evangelism.
Research Questions
The following two research questions guided this study.
Research Question #1
What were the participants‟ beliefs concerning and practice of prayer evangelism
before the Opening Their Eyes and Ours class?
I developed the first question to provide a baseline for the study. Participants‟
responses provided insight into their beliefs about and practice of prayer evangelism in
relation to awareness of spiritual lostness, spiritual warfare, spiritual authority, the work
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of the Godhead in prayer, and the intentional practice of evangelism prior to the ministry
intervention. I gained this information through the researcher-developed Prayer
Evangelism Assessment (PEA) questionnaire (see Appendix A). The questionnaire
contained two questions that measured the five categories of belief and practice (see
Table 3.1). The questionnaire provided insight into participants‟ prior exposure to
prayer‟s influence and effects in evangelism.

Table 3.1. Prayer Assessment Questionnaire Coding of Belief and Practice
Factor

Belief

Practice

Spiritual lostness

1, 11

6, 16

Spiritual warfare

2, 12

7, 17

Spiritual authority

3, 13

8, 18

Godhead in prayer

4, 14

9, 19

Intentional evangelism

5, 15

10, 20

Research Question #2
What were the participants‟ beliefs concerning and practice of prayer evangelism
following the Opening Their Eyes and Ours class?
The second question provided the framework for evaluating what changes took
place in the participants‟ beliefs about and practice of prayer evangelism as a result of the
ministry intervention. I designed the re-administration of the Prayer Evangelism
Assessment at the conclusion of the class, along with semi-structured interviews
conducted five months following the class (see Appendix D), to aid in answering this
research question.
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Participants
Participants for this study were members of the launch team of LifeBridge—a
United Methodist church plant in West Shawnee, Kansas. The only criterion for being a
part of the study was being a member of the launch team. I extended a verbal and written
invitation to each person on the launch team, asking them to participate in an eight-week
course on prayer evangelism (see Appendix C). I expected each participant to attend all
classes and complete the pretest/posttest.
Design of the Study
This study used both quantitative and qualitative research. A researcherdeveloped instrument used as a pretest/posttest measured participants‟ beliefs concerning
and practice of prayer evangelism. Participants‟ responses following the Opening Their
Eyes and Ours class determined whether participation in the class and the related
exercises resulted in any increase in measurements. Qualitative elements included class
observation and interaction. In addition, eleven participants participated in personal
interviews to provide additional insights into the classes‟ effects upon their beliefs about
and practice of praying for the spiritually lost.
Instrumentation
I used two different instruments to gain information for the findings in this study:
a researcher-designed questionnaire and a semi-structured interview.
The study utilized a pretest-posttest researcher-designed questionnaire called the
Prayer Evangelism Assessment (see Appendix A). I designed the instrument was based
on the literature review. I developed the questionnaire was to measure participants‟
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beliefs concerning of prayer evangelism, as well as participants‟ practice of praying for
the spiritually lost.
The questionnaire consisted of twenty questions based on a five-point Likert scale
with five being always and one being never. The questions were arranged around two
dependent variables reflected in my research questions—belief about prayer evangelism
and the practice of prayer evangelism. These variables were measured by five factors,
foundational to prayer evangelism, that were found in the literature review. These factors
included beliefs in spiritual lostness, spiritual warfare, spiritual authority, the work of the
Godhead in prayer, and the intentional practice of evangelism.
A pilot group similar to the anticipated subjects in regard to gender, age, and
theological backgrounds field tested the instrument. Individuals identified questions that
were unclear, confusing, or leading. In addition, I solicited feedback from pilot group
participants on what could be improved, in their opinions, to make the instrument better.
I administered the pretest to the core group of the west Shawnee church plant at
our first course meeting. Participants recieved a copy of the Prayer Evangelism
Assessment (see Appendix A). I verbally went over the instructions for taking the PEA as
recorded on the front page of the instrument. I encouraged participants to record their
first response to each question and to complete all questions on the questionnaire. Twenty
minutes were allotted to complete the PEA. Once participants completed the PEA, they
returned the assessment to me.
I administered the posttest of the PEA in the same manner as the pretest at the
conclusion of the eight-class session. Once all participants had finished the Prayer
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Evangelism Assessment, they were collected and forwarded by me, along with the pretest,
to the statistician for tabulation.
Eleven members participated in interviews based upon qualitative research design
in order to look for trends and patterns providing insight into my research questions. I
designed six questions to measure the effects of the class on participants:
1. Share with me how your belief of Prayer Evangelism has changed, if at all,
since beginning the class.
2. Share with me how your practice of Prayer Evangelism has changed, if at all,
since beginning the class.
3. In what ways, if any, has this class affected how you approach a lost world?
4. What effects, if any, have you noticed in how you relate to those you pray for?
5. What have you witnessed are the effects your prayers are having on persons‟
spiritual lives?
6. What effect, if any, has your practice of prayer evangelism had on your life?
Persons similar in demographics to class participants pilot tested these questions
in order to make sure questions produced sufficient information needed for the study. I
structured questions according to a grand tour method, with probing questions following,
to provide deeper insight into the recorded results of the participants. Individuals in the
pilot group suggested changes in the interview process, as well as in the questions asked.
Four and a half months following the conclusion of the Opening Their Eyes and
Ours class, I sent out letters to all eleven class participants, inviting them to participate in
a semi-structured interview (see Appendix C). I conducted one-on-one interviews in my
home five months following the conclusion of the class. I reviewed the information in the
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invitation letter they received (see Appendix C), as well as the consent form giving me
permission to record the session audibly. Once participants signed the consent form,
interviews commenced. Interviews lasted twenty to thirty minutes. I used six grand tour
questions along with additional probing questions as needed. Following the interviews an
assistant transcribed the session. I then compared responses looking for patterns and
trends that recorded changes in the participants‟ beliefs concerning and practice of prayer
evangelism as a result of the intervention.
Variables
The dependent variable was the potency change that took place because of the
ministry intervention. Potency change are the effects measured by the difference between
the pretest and the posttest. The goal of this study was to see positive change in both the
subjects‟ beliefs about and practice of prayer evangelism. The possibility of this change,
taking place without specific human intervention, was possible, but the weight of the
evidence of the literature suggested a dependent correlation.
The independent variables were the various components of the prayer evangelism
training. These included class instruction, creation of a prayer journal, and practicing
different means of prayer evangelism. These components functioned individually as well
as collectively.
The intervening variables involved those categories that were descriptive of the
participants but were not a specific part of the research design. These included gender,
age, and Christian maturity.
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The Barna Group notes that churches experience higher levels of spiritual
initiative from women (“Gender Differences”). This study did not look specifically at
gender differences in the practice of prayer evangelism.
Age could also be a variable in how participants responded. This study, however,
did not research the correlation between this variable and the results of the study.
Christian maturity could also be an intervening variable. As participants grow in
their faith, they conceivably would have opportunity for more exposure to information
and life experiences that would influence their responses to the class training in prayer
evangelism. This study did not specifically research this variable.
Reliability and Validity
I attempted to obtain reliability and validity through field testing the pretestpostest instruments. In addition, persons similar to those involved in the study pretested
the interviews.
I worked to ensure reliability and validity with class participants by administering
the researcher-developed questionnaire at the same time, in the same setting, and in the
same fashion for all persons involved in the prayer evangelism training. In addition,
outside of basic instructions, I administered the interviews in an unbiased atmosphere
where participants could be free to answer honestly.
Data Collection
I issued a written and verbal invitation to LifeBridge launch team members to
participate in an eight-week training on prayer evangelism. In addition, I notified
participants that information gained from the Opening Their Eyes and Ours class was
part of the research for my doctoral dissertation.
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Prior to the first session of the Opening Their Eyes and Ours class, I gave
participants the Prayer Evangelism Assessment. I administered this test again following
the final class.
I held the class on eight consecutive Sunday afternoons, February through March
2009, from 4-5:30 p.m. in the living room of our home. The class consisted of eleven
participants, six women and five men. I provided coffee, water, and tea as participants
gathered. The group sat in a circle. Each participant had a copy of the Opening Their
Eyes and Ours study guide. Weekly sessions primarily utilized lectures and participative
activities in addition to one video (see Appendix D).
I obtained research data through administering the pretest-posttest and by
interviewing all eleven participants five months following the completion of the class.
Each interview consisted of a twenty to thirty-minute face-to-face conversation (see
Appendix C). I then followed up the written invitation by personally contacting each
individual to obtain a response to my request and to schedule a time for the interview.
I conducted interviews privately in my living room. I reviewed with participants
the procedures for the interview as described in the letter of invitation they had received.
Data Analysis
I enlisted a person who was proficient in statistics to assist me in this study. I
utilized their skills in the tabulation and interpretation of the quantitative results of this
study.
I assessed the qualitative research. These semi-structured interviews provided me
additional insight into the impact of the ministry intervention on their practice of prayer
evangelism. The questions also focused on obtaining information on what was helpful in
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the training, as well as what was not helpful. I reviewed transcripts to determine key
phrases or trends that would provide information in answering my two research
questions. Finally, I compiled the results of the quantitative and qualitative research and
recorded the findings.
Ethics
The Prayer Evangelism Assessment contained a statement of consent at the
beginning of the questionnaire. I asked participants for permission to include information
in the dissertation that was gained through the testing and interviews. I also explained the
procedures and handling of the data collection (see Appendix E).
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Problem and Purpose
Prayer evangelism is essential in preparing the hearts of individuals to embrace
God‟s gift of salvation through Jesus Christ. The purpose of the study was to evaluate the
impact of an eight-week course entitled Opening Their Eyes and Ours on participants‟
beliefs concerning and practice of prayer evangelism at LifeBridge United Methodist
Church.
Participants
The study involved eleven participants from the LifeBridge United Methodist
Church plant in West Shawnee, Kansas. In 2008 I was appointed to this suburban
community to start the new congregation. Upon arriving in the target area, I began
building relationships with other United Methodist churches, neighbors, and distant
acquaintances in the Kansas City area. By December 2008, I had gathered eleven people
who sensed a call to help start a new church in the area.
In January 2009, I contacted each of these persons by e-mail, inviting them to be a
part of the Opening Their Eyes and Ours course. The only criterion for participation in
the study was a commitment to be a part of LifeBridge‟s launch team. All members of the
team agreed to be a part of the training. Each participant took the pretest (t1) as a selfselected random sample, completed the eight-week course, took the posttest (t2), and
participated in a one-on-one interview. These persons were a random sample of the
population similar to those in LifeBridge‟s target area (see Table 4.1).
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Table 4.1. Relationship of Initial Sample to Population
Launch Team

N

Random Sample

n

Members

11

t1 participants

11

Completed the course

11

t1 completed t2

11

Completed interview

11

% decrease

0

% decrease

0

The profiles of participants involved in this study were as follows. The course
included two married couples. One couple came from North Kansas City, a forty-five
minute drive; another came from central Kansas City, fifteen minutes away. The
remaining seven participants were single, or individuals whose spouses were not
involved. One was from Olathe, a suburb to the south of Shawnee, and the other six lived
in West Shawnee. All participants were middle-class Caucasians. Educationally, one had
not completed high school, one had a high school diploma, five had received college
degrees, and four had completed postgraduate work. Six participants were female and
five were male. Nine of the participants had been part of a United Methodist church. One
participant had been a member of a United Methodist church but had most recently joined
the Presbyterian Church USA. The final participant had a Disciples of Christ background.
Four of the participants had been actively involved in a church within six months
prior to the study. Three participants were attending a church only sporadically, and four
were not participating in any congregation prior to the course. All but one person
indicated they were growing Christians, according to the pretest. On the pretest, class
participants indicated their previous instruction on prayer evangelism. Three said they
had had no prior instruction. Seven had received a little teaching. One had some
instruction, and zero participants indicated that they had much instruction (see Table 4.2).
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Table 4.2. Study Group Characteristics (N=11)
Gender

n

Education

N

Spiritual Position

n

Prior PE
Instruction

n

Male

5

High school

2

Non-Christian

0

No instruction

3

Female

6

College degree

5

New Christian

0

Little instruction

7

Postgraduate

4

Nongrowing

1

Some instruction

1

Growing

10

Much instruction

0

The goal of the research was to determine the change in the participants‟ beliefs
about and practice of prayer evangelism following their participation in the Opening
Their Eyes and Ours course. Each individual in the class took a Likert scale pretest and
posttest to measure any quantitative changes that took place in participants as a result of
their participation in the course.
Belief and Prayer Evangelism
The first objective of the pretest and posttest was to measure the actual change in
beliefs concerning prayer evangelism by class participants. Ten questions dealt with key
beliefs that undergird the practice of prayer evangelism and ten questions dealt with the
actual practice of prayer evangelism. These questions were divided into five categories
and measured specific areas of belief and practice. These categories were spiritual
lostness, spiritual warfare, spiritual authority, the Godhead in prayer, and intentional
evangelism.
Belief and Spiritual Lostness
Participant responses on the pretest and posttest reflected some of the greatest
change in the area of belief and spiritual lostness. The first question in this category dealt
with the belief that people are eternally separated from God without a personal
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relationship with Jesus Christ. This question saw the fourth overall greatest change. Six
participants indicated an increase in belief with two of these individuals having a change
of two to three points. Five persons indicated no difference in belief (see Table 4.3).

Table 4.3. Question 1. I Believe People are Eternally Separated from God if They
Never Enter into a Personal Relationship with Jesus Christ
Answers

t1

t2

No Change

Increase

Always

2

6

2

4

Often

4

3

1

2

Sometimes

4

2

2

0

Rarely

0

0

0

0

Never

1

0

0

0

Average

3.545

4.364

0.818

The second question in this category reflected the second greatest amount of
change in belief. Participants responded if they believed that praying for lost people
increases persons‟ burden for that individuals‟ salvation. Seven participants indicated an
increase with five of them indicating a growth of two points. Two participants indicated a
decrease and two individuals remained the same (see Table 4.4).
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Table 4.4. Question 11. I Believe Praying for Lost People Increases My Burden for
Their Salvation
Answers

t1

t2

No Change

Increase

Always

0

2

0

2

Often

4

5

2

3

Sometimes

3

4

0

4

Rarely

3

0

0

0

Never

1

0

0

0

Average

2.909

4.367

0.909

Belief and Spiritual Warfare
The category of belief and spiritual warfare measured what the students believed
about spiritual warfare‟s part in evangelism. The first question measured whether
participants believed spiritual forces worked to prevent people from entering into a
personal relationship with Jesus Christ. This category tied for the second greatest amount
of overall belief change.
Seven participants indicated increase change. Most of these individuals moved
from a low to mid-range response to an upper-range response. Four individuals reported
no change, but they consistently marked an always response, which indicated a firm
belief in spiritual warfare (see Table 4.5).
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Table 4.5. Question 2. I Believe Evil Spiritual Forces Work to Keep Persons from
SEntering into a Personal Relationship with Christ
Answers

t1

t2

No Change

Increase

Always

4

6

4

2

Often

2

5

0

5

Sometimes

3

0

0

0

Rarely

1

0

0

0

Never

1

0

0

0

Average

3.636

4.545

0.909

The second question dealing with spiritual warfare asked participants whether
they believed prayer had the ability to push back the spiritual forces that work to blind the
eyes of spiritually lost people.
Five respondents indicated an increased change, two indicated a decreased
change, and four remained unchanged. All participants concluded with an often to always
response (see Table 4.6).

Table 4.6. Question 12. I Believe Prayer Has the Ability to Push Back Spiritual
Forces Which Blind the Spiritual Eyes of Lost People
Answers

t1

t2

No Change

Increase

Always

6

6

4

2

Often

1

5

0

5

Sometimes

4

0

0

0

Rarely

0

0

0

0

Never

0

0

0

0

Average

4.182

4.545

0.364
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The two persons who reported decreased change were again those who had been
actively involved in a church.
Belief and Spiritual Authority
The category belief and spiritual authority dealt with defining spiritual authority,
as well as the authority a Christian believer possesses through Christ. This category as a
whole indicated the fourth greatest amount of overall change in the section on belief. The
first question asked participants if they believed praying for spiritually lost persons would
have an effect on their becoming believers.
Seven persons indicated increased change, two showed decreased change, and
two saw no change. All participants concluded with an often to always response (see
Table 4.7).

Table 4.7. Question 3. I Believe Praying for a Spiritually Lost Person Will Have an
Effect on Their Deciding to Become a Christian
Answers

t1

t2

No Change

Increase

Always

3

3

1

2

Often

3

8

1

6

Sometimes

4

0

0

0

Rarely

0

0

0

0

Never

0

0

0

0

Average

3.818

4.273

0.455

The second question in this category asked participants if they believed their
prayers for a lost person would affect the person in some way.
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Five persons indicated increase change and six no change. Although this question
was more general regarding the effects of prayer, two persons concluded with a
“sometimes” response (see Table 4.8).

Table 4.8. Question 13. I Believe That When I Pray for Lost People Their Lives are
Affected in Some Way
Answers

t1

t2

No Change

Increase

Always

3

7

3

4

Often

2

2

1

1

Sometimes

6

2

2

0

Rarely

0

0

0

0

Never

0

0

0

0

Average

3.727

4.455

0.727

Belief and God’s Participation in Prayer
This category reflected the overall least change of the pretest-posttest. These
questions dealt with participants‟ belief regarding God‟s involvement in prayer. The first
question asked if God chooses to rely on intercessory prayer to draw people to himself.
Six respondents indicated increased change, two decreased change, and three no
change. Answers remained in the upper range of often to always (see Table 4.9).
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Table 4.9. Question 4. I Believe God Chooses to Rely on Intercessory Prayer to
Draw People to Himself
Answers

t1

t2

No Change

Increase

Always

6

6

4

2

Often

1

5

0

5

Sometimes

4

0

0

0

Rarely

0

0

0

0

Never

0

0

0

0

Average

3.818

4.182

0.364

Those who reported decreased change once again were those who had been most
active in church.
The second question asked if God desires that all people enter into a relationship
with the Trinity. This question saw the least amount of change overall. Ten participants
indicated no change. Of these, nine persons indicated always while two concluded often.
One participant indicated decreased change from always to often (see Table 4.10).

Table 4.10. Question 14. I Believe It Is God’s Desire for All Persons to Enter into a
Personal Relationship with Father, Son, and Holy Spirit
Answers

t1

t2

No Change

Increase

Always

10

9

9

1

Often

1

2

1

1

Sometimes

0

0

0

0

Rarely

0

0

0

0

Never

0

0

0

0

Average

4.909

4.818

0.091
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Belief and Intentional Evangelism
Belief and intentional evangelism measured what people believed about sharing
their faith with others. This area reflected the largest amount of overall growth in the
section on belief. The first question asked participants if they believed they needed to
work intentionally to build a relationship with the lost persons for whom they pray.
Nine participants indicated increase change, while two respondents remained
unchanged. Nine participants concluded with an always response. One person moved to
often and one to a sometimes conclusion (see Table 4.11).

Table 4.11. Question 5. I Believe I Need to Intentionally Work to Build
Relationships with Spiritually Lost Persons for Whom I Pray
Answers

t1

t2

No Change

Increase

Always

2

9

2

7

Often

5

1

0

1

Sometimes

1

1

0

1

Rarely

3

0

0

0

Never

0

0

0

0

Average

3.545

4.727

1.182

The final question in this category and section asked participants if they believed
they needed to spend time praying for the heartfelt needs of lost people before they
engage in sharing with them about Christ. Six participants indicated growth, four
remained the same and one indicated decreased change. Ten of the respondents answered
in the often to always range (see Table 4.12).
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Table 4.12. Question 15. I Believe I Need to Spend Time Praying for the Heartfelt
Needs of Lost People before I Engage in Telling Them about Christ
Answers

t1

t2

No Change

Increase

Always

2

6

1

5

Often

4

4

2

1

Sometimes

4

1

1

0

Rarely

1

0

0

0

Never

0

0

0

0

Average

3.636

4.455

0.818

Practice and Prayer Evangelism
The second objective of the pretest-posttest was to measure the actual change in
the practice of prayer evangelism by class participants. Ten questions dealt with actual
practice. These questions were also broken into the same five categories as belief. In the
section on belief, I easily ranked which categories saw the greatest growth in practice.
The ranking became much more difficult based on the averages reflected in each
question. The overall change reflected in practice was greater than that of belief.
Practice and Spiritual Lostness
The first question measured one of the key objectives of the class—the
participants‟ actual engagement in praying for spiritually lost people. Five persons
indicated increased change. Of these, four moved to often with one responding
sometimes. Overall, six respondents concluded often and one always. One participant
reflected decreased change by moving from often to sometimes (see Table 4.13).
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Table 4.13. Question 6. I Pray for Lost Persons to Come into Relationship with
Christ
Answers

t1

t2

No Change

Increase

Always

1

1

1

0

Often

3

6

2

4

Sometimes

3

4

2

1

Rarely

4

0

0

0

Never

0

0

0

0

Average

3.091

3.727

0.636

The second question in this category asked participants if they make a list of the
spiritually lost people for whom they pray. Ten of the respondents indicated increased
change and one indicated no change (see Table 4.14).

Table 4.14. Question 16. I Make a List of Spiritually Lost Persons for Whom I Pray
Answers

t1

t2

No Change

Increase

Always

0

4

0

4

Often

1

3

0

3

Sometimes

3

4

1

3

Rarely

1

0

0

0

Never

6

0

0

0

Average

1.909

4.00

2.091

This question saw the greatest amount of overall change in the pretest-posttest as
six of the respondents had not made a prayer list prior to the class.
Practice and Spiritual Warfare
The questions in the practice and spiritual warfare category actually dealt with
participants‟ encounter with spiritual warfare when engaging in prayer evangelism.
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Question one asked participants if they experienced spiritual warfare as they engaged in
the practice of praying for lost people. Eight of the respondents indicated increased
change. Three persons noted no movement. The results show that all but two persons had
a rare to sometimes encounter with spiritual opposition in prayer prior to the class.
Following the class nine participants had an often to always response with the remaining
two responses being rarely and sometimes (see Table 4.15).

Table 4.15. Question 7. I Experience Spiritual Warfare as I Engage in the Practice
of Praying for Lost People
Answers

t1

t2

No Change

Increase

Always

0

2

0

2

Often

2

7

2

5

Sometimes

4

1

0

1

Rarely

5

1

1

0

Never

0

0

0

0

Average

2.727

3.909

1.183

The second question dealt with participants putting on the spiritual armor listed in
Ephesians 6 prior to interceding for lost people. This question saw the second greatest
amount of change in the practice section. Nine people had increased change and only two
noted no change. Seven respondents had noted rarely or never on the pretest. Eight
respondents concluded in the often to always range (see Table 4.16).
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Table 4.16. Question 17. I Put on the Spiritual Armor of God before I Intercede for
Lost Persons
Answers

t1

t2

No Change

Increase

Always

1

4

1

3

Often

1

4

0

4

Sometimes

1

3

1

2

Rarely

5

0

0

0

Never

2

0

0

0

Average

2.400

4.091

1.800

Practice and Spiritual Authority
This category dealt with using spiritual authority in prayer. The first question
asked participants to indicate whether they had seen spiritually lost persons for whom
they have prayed come to faith in Christ. Three persons indicated increased change, three
noted decreased change, and four noted no change. Ten of the eleven responses ranged
from never to sometimes (see Table 4.17).

Table 4.17. Question 8. I Have Seen Spiritually Lost People Who I Have Prayed for
Come to Faith in Christ
Answers

t1

t2

No Change

Increase

Always

1

0

0

0

Often

2

1

0

1

Sometimes

2

7

2

2

Rarely

4

2

2

0

Never

2

1

1

0

Average

2.636

2.727

0.091
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The results were somewhat low compared to the rest of the questions. This region
also saw some of the largest amounts of decreased change of the whole pretest-posttest.
The second question asked participants if they saw prayer-walking as a means to
increase their sense of God-given authority to claim spiritually lost souls for God‟s
kingdom. Students had participated in one official prayer walk during the class, but they
were encouraged to engage in their own personal prayer walks around their
neighborhoods. Eight participants saw increased change while three saw no movement
(see Table 4.18).

Table 4.18. Question 18. I Prayer-Walk as a Means of Increasing My Sense of GodGiven Authority to Claim the Spiritual Lives of the Lost for God’s
Kingdom
Answers

t1

t2

No Change

Increase

Always

0

1

0

1

Often

0

1

0

1

Sometimes

3

5

2

4

Rarely

3

3

1

2

Never

3

0

0

0

Average

0.775

0.894

0.775

These scores were fairly low in comparison to the rest of the pretest and posttest
responses. Responses indicated that the majority of the class had not experienced prayerwalking prior to the course. Following the class eight of the participants had moved from
prayer-walking sometimes to always.
Practice and the Godhead in Prayer
The questions in this category focused on participants‟ prayer interaction with the
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Trinity. The first question measured if individuals listen for those for whom God wants
them to pray. Nine respondents indicated increased change while two indicated none (see
Table 4.19).

Table 4.19. Question 9. I Spend Time Listening to God for Whom God Wants Me to
Pray
Answers

t1

t2

No Change

Increase

Always

0

1

0

1

Often

1

8

1

7

Sometimes

6

2

1

1

Rarely

2

0

0

0

Never

1

0

0

0

Average

2.818

3.909

1.091

The second statement was, “I ask the Holy Spirit to instruct me how to pray for
lost persons.” Nine participants indicated increased change, and two noted no change.
Prior to the class, seven of the participants rated themselves at never to sometimes.
Following the class all but one indicated often to always (see Table 4.20).

Table 4.20. Question 19. I Ask the Holy Spirit to Instruct Me How to Pray for Lost
Persons
Answers

t1

t2

No Change

Increase

Always

0

2

0

2

Often

4

8

2

6

Sometimes

3

1

0

1

Rarely

3

0

0

0

Never

1

0

0

0

Average

1.044

0.539

0.751
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Practice and Intentional Evangelism
The questions that focused on the practice of intentional evangelism researched
whether the participants increased their practice of reaching out to lost persons. The first
question in this category asked if participants seek to identify the most heartfelt need of a
spiritually lost person to submit in prayer. Nine persons reported increase and two
indicated no movement on the scale. All but two persons moved into the often to always
range (see Table 4.21).

Table 4.21. Question 10. I Seek to Identify the Most Heartfelt Need of a Spiritually
Lost Person for Which to Pray
Answers

t1

t2

No Change

Increase

Always

0

5

0

5

Often

4

4

1

3

Sometimes

4

2

1

1

Rarely

3

0

0

0

Never

0

0

0

0

Average

3.091

4.273

1.182

The second question represented one of the most challenging practices of the
class: “I verbally share my faith with persons after I have spent time praying for them.”
Five persons indicated increase change, ranging from rarely to often, two indicated
decrease change, and four reported no change. After the eight-week class, eight of the
participants marked rarely to sometimes. Only two persons indicated often. The persons
who had decrease growth later shared that prayer evangelism was a new concept for them
(see Table 4.22).
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Table 4.22. Question 20. I Verbally Share My Faith with Persons after I Have Spent
Time Praying for Them
Answers

t1

t2

No Change

Increase

Always

0

0

0

0

Often

2

2

0

2

Sometimes

4

6

3

2

Rarely

4

3

2

2

Never

1

0

0

0

Average

2.636

2.909

0.273

Summary of Pretest/ Posttest
The results of the pretest/posttest regarding belief and prayer evangelism ranked
from greatest change to least change as intentional evangelism, spiritual lostness, spiritual
warfare, spiritual authority, and the Godhead‟s participation in prayer (see Table 4.23).

Table 4.23. Summary of Pretest/Posttest Change in Relation to the Belief of Prayer
Evangelism
Rank of Change

Category

#1

Intentional evangelism

#2

Spiritual lostness

#3

Spiritual warfare

#4

Spiritual authority

#5

Godhead‟s participation in prayer

The results of the pretest/posttest regarding practice and prayer evangelism ranked
from greatest change to least change as spiritual warfare, spiritual lostness, the Godhead‟s
participation in prayer, intentional evangelism, and spiritual authority (see Table 4.24).
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Table 4.24. Summary of Pretest/Posttest Change in Relation to the Practice of
Prayer Evangelism
Rank of Change

Category

#1

Spiritual Warfare

#2

Spiritual Lostness

#3

Godhead‟s Participation in Prayer

#4

Intentional Evangelism

#5

Spiritual Authority

Semi-Structured Interviews
Eleven participants took part in one-on-one interviews five months following the
completion of the Opening Their Eyes and Ours course. Each interview lasted
approximately twenty minutes and consisted of six grand tour questions designed to
explore participants‟ growth in their beliefs concerning and practice of prayer
evangelism.
1. Share with me how your beliefs about prayer evangelism have changed, if
at all, since beginning the class.
This question revealed several changes in belief. The first change was in the
actual belief about prayer evangelism itself. The majority of participants stated that they
had not been exposed to prayer evangelism prior to the class; thus, they did not know
what it was nor had they contemplated how prayer could be used to reach the spiritually
lost. JG stated, “I really didn‟t know that you should pray for other people to come to
know Christ.” The transformation that took place in the majority of participants is best
summarized by DS: “The class opened my eyes to the power of prayer as a tool to reach
the lost.” TS went on to say that the class aided him in coming to “know what it [prayer
evangelism] is and some ways to actually employ prayer evangelism.” Participants often
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noted that their prayers in the past had predominately been for their own needs and
wants; however, through the class they found themselves understanding prayer as
something for use in evangelism
The interviews also revealed a change in participants‟ beliefs concerning spiritual
authority. Through the course GL came to the understanding “that God empowers me to
have the authority to pray.” Though not all individuals used the term spiritual authority,
almost all participants interviewed did indicate an increased belief that a follower of
Christ has the God-given ability to pray on behalf of others so that the one for whom they
interceded may experience a relationship with God.
Another change noted by participants was an acquired or increased awareness of
people being spiritually separated from God without Christ. Prior to the class, members
shared how they did not ponder the spiritual state of a person. In fact many thought they
were judgmental to do so. Whether participants actually did not believe people were
spiritually lost or if they just did not contemplate the concept was unclear in the
responses to this question. Participants noted that following the class they no longer saw
pondering a person‟s spiritual state as judging an individual but saw the contemplation as
an act of compassion—caring about the person‟s soul.
The final belief change reported by a number of participants was that they came to
believe that God did desire to speak to them and that to listen to God to find for whom he
would have them pray is important. Several participants indicated that the abiding prayer
experiences incorporated into the class were especially helpful in allowing them to
become aware of God‟s presence and voice.
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2. Share with me how your practice of prayer evangelism has changed, if at
all, since beginning the class?
Participants in the study shared they had incorporated several new practices as a
result of the course. First, they noted how they had begun to make physical and mental
lists of those for whom they believed God was calling them to pray as seen in this
comment by JT:
I started keeping a prayer log/prayer journal about what I was praying for
or who I was praying for and tried to, in my quiet time, wait for people to
show up, or for it to become clear to me about who God would want me to
pray for.
Other participants noted that though they did not keep a physical journal, they did keep a
mental log.
Those interviewed also shared that they experienced an awareness of, and greater
sensitivity and compassion for, the spiritual needs of people. This heightened awareness
led interviewees to pray actively for these persons, which often led them to engage in
spiritual conversations with them as shared by CS:
As I become aware of a person who may be spiritually lost, I begin to pray
for them to have a connection with God. Then as opportunities present
themselves, I look for ways to talk to people about faith and to invite them
to explore a relationship with God through the church or a small group.
Many of the participants became involved in a similar practice to some degree as they
prayed and remained attentive to spiritual engagements with individuals.
3. In what ways, if any, has this class affected how you approach a lost
world?
Participants again indicated that the course had resulted in their experiencing an
increased sensitivity and compassion towards people. CS shared that before the class, “I
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just wrote people off.” However, following the course, “I now have compassion for lost
people who don‟t have a connection with God.” JT said that through the course she
became more sensitive to the needs of those in the world around her, whether through
images on the TV, or a greater awareness of the spiritual state of the people in her
neighborhood where she runs. As people come to her mind she now prays for them,
which is a new practice. SR stated that prior to the class he did not think about people‟s
spiritual state. Now he has gained more compassion for a lost world and a “greater
concern for their eternal state.”
The other result was that participants found themselves experiencing a greater
boldness in sharing their faith with others. TS stated that prior to the class he did not
think about people being spiritually lost. Now he looks at people differently. He is more
aware of people who may be “lost that could be found.” TS shared how he has come to
try to live out the Christian faith before others while looking for avenues to approach
those who may be spiritually lost. As a pertinent conversation arises, he expressed, “I
wouldn‟t tell them what to do, but I would suggest they explore the part God could play
in their life.” LL said that she used to feel helpless in her ability to assist those around her
who were spiritually lost. She now thinks she is “better equipped to help others and that
she can do something for their situations through prayer.” LL also shared that she has
found herself having a greater desire to share with others on more than a surface level.
The number of participants who indicated that they had become more engaged in
physically and verbally reaching out to those for whom they were praying was interesting
to see.
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4. What effects, if any, have you noticed in how you relate to those you pray
for?
Participants indicated several changes in how they relate to those for whom they
pray. First, they noted a greater desire for people to come to faith, which, in turn, made
them contemplate how they lived their lives before others. Prayer seemed to generate a
since of accountability between the intercessor and the one receiving prayer. SR said, “I
think I try to watch my actions more closely when I‟m around them.” TS also shared, “I
try to live out the faith consistently before those for whom I pray.”
Not only has the participants‟ behavior around those for whom they pray been
affected, but their empathies had been altered as well. Several persons reiterated that they
found increased compassion for those for whom they prayed. Others noted prayer
produced a sense of connectedness. JT said that she feels closer to those for whom she
prays. This connection has resulted in her being more willing to spend time listening to
them. NR shared that she is also “more sensitive to their whole being when I‟m around
them, more wanting to engage them in normal conversation or to pursue a relationship.”
These responses reveal the effects of participants‟ prayers on the intercessor as well.
5. What have you witnessed are the effects your prayers are having on
persons’ spiritual lives?
Though none of the individuals in this study would consider themselves assertive
in sharing faith, they did report their amazement in seeing spiritual opportunities arise in
regard to those for whom they prayed. Participants reported varied effects. Some saw
people experience greater peace. Several noted people being more comfortable around
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them. Another saw greater receptivity to their spiritual invitations, while others saw
behavioral changes.
Individuals did indicate that praying for people first helped take the pressure off
witnessing and allowed them to trust God to be working in the lives of those for whom
they interceded. Participants shared that as opportunities arose they found spiritual
conversations somewhat natural. JT reported that the people she has been praying for
have approached her about spiritual matters. She said these people had not approached
her about faith prior to the class. She went on to say, “I notice more happening since I
have been praying for people.” The most common occurrence that participants reported
was having individuals asking them questions about Christianity. SR noted that those for
whom he had prayed had been asking him spiritual questions, as well as asking “why I
believe what I believe.” He reported that after answering them he found persons open to
his responses and to further spiritual conversation. DT also shared that those for whom he
has prayed have asked more spiritual questions. He went on to summarize the overall
results seen by the majority of those interviewed. “I have experienced God working to
open the [spiritual] eyes of others and to make me more aware of others as well.” Though
no one shared that they actually saw a person they were praying for come to faith, almost
everyone indicated some kind of effect in the lives of those for whom they had prayed.
6. What effect, if any, has your practice of prayer evangelism had on your
life?
This question resulted in participants reiterating responses they had made
throughout the interview. Generally people reported that prayer evangelism helped them
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to grow closer to God, while at the same time aiding them to become more aware of
others‟ spiritual needs.
Summary of Interviews
The semi-structured interviews revealed three primary changes in belief. These
areas were in the understanding of prayer evangelism, prayer evangelism seen as an acto
of compassion, and listening to God for who to pray (see Table 4.25).

Table 4.25. Summary of Change in the Belief of Prayer Evangelism as Revealed in
Semi-Structured Interviews
Rank of Change

Reported Change

#1

Understanding of Prayer Evangelism

#2

Prayer Evangelism seen as an act of compassion

#3

Listening to God for who to pray for

Participants indicated four key changes in the practice of Prayer Evangelism.
These practices were increased prayer for persons considered to be spiritually lost,
increased spiritual interaction with persons prayed for, increased spirituality in the
intercessor, and intercessors saw spiritual movement in those they prayed for (see Table
4.26).

Table 4.26. Summary of Change in the Practice of Prayer Evangelism as Revealed
in Semi-Structured Interviews
Rank of Change

Reported Change

#1

Increased prayer for persons considered to be spiritually lost

#2

Increased spiritual interaction with persons prayed for

#3
#4

Increased spirituality in the intercessor
Intercessors saw spiritual movement in those they prayed for
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Summary of Major Findings
Overall, the study showed an increase in the participants‟ beliefs concerning and
practice of prayer evangelism:


Believers often may not be exposed to teaching about prayer evangelism nor

have a clear understanding of what it involves. Training can open people‟s eyes to
evangelism by prayer and to potential effects that come from it.


Training in prayer evangelism has the potential to make people more aware of

spiritual lostness, and to increase their awareness of the Holy Spirit‟s promptings to pray
or share their faith.


Prayer evangelism training had the tendency to boost participants‟ awareness

of others‟ spiritual condition.


Persons who participated in the prayer evangelism course often saw spiritual

change in the persons for whom they prayed.


Persons who participated in prayer evangelism often became more

compassionate of those who were spiritually lost.


Prayer evangelism has the ability to increase people‟s boldness in sharing

their faith and can lead persons into natural opportunities to share their faith that are less
threatening to both parties.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
This study seemed to support the material in Chapter 2, which witnessed to the
need for and effectiveness of prayer evangelism. The foundation for this study lies on the
scriptural record. The Old Testament continually demonstrates the coupling of
intercession with the salvation of souls as in the accounts of Abraham standing for the
people of Sodom, Moses and Amos for the Israelites, and Jonah for the people of
Nineveh. The New Testament continues to reveal the importance of prayer and
evangelism as shown through Jesus physically standing in the gap for humanity as well as
in prayer (John 17), the apostles in the book of Acts engaging in intercession prior to
evangelism, and the Apostle Paul specifically stating the importance of prayer in the
salvation of souls (1 Tim. 2:1-7).
The historical record continues to report the emphasis on prayer in reaching the
lost from the apostles forward. The first sixteen centuries of the church found prayer
evangelism in the witness of the early Church fathers and monastic communities
(Freeman and Greig 33). In the years that followed, men and woman such as Edwards,
Brainerd, Hyde, Carmichael, Howells, and Fraser not only understood the importance of
prayer and evangelism but utilized them both faithfully in reaching the spiritually lost
whom God laid upon their hearts. In more recent years, the practice of prayer evangelism
has continued to be implemented successfully by various churches and organizations.
This study, as in the testimony of history and its participants, indicated that when people
pray for the salvation of spiritually lost people, they and those for whom they pray
experience change.
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The Necessity of Prayer Evangelism Training
The literature in Chapter 2 testifies to the need for people to pray for and be
trained in interceding for the spiritually lost. Prayer warriors such at Wesley Duewel,
Murray, Therkelsen, and Silvoso have vested their lives in training believers in
intercession with an emphasis on praying for those spiritually separated from God. This
passion is driven by a clear understanding of the need for the spiritually lost to encounter
Christ and the realization of how prayer aids in the facilitation of this encounter.
All the individuals who participated in this study had some church background.
Though most participants indicated a knowledge of prayer evangelism prior to the class,
the fact became apparent during the course that almost all the individuals involved in the
study had had little, if any, knowledge of or exposure to the subject. This awareness was
most apparent when they commented that they had not thought about nor realized a need
to pray for those who were spiritually lost.
This study involved a very small sample that cannot conclusively speak of the
church populace as a whole, but the findings may be an indication of a reality within
some mainline Protestant churches. The conclusions of this research might show that
Christians may not understand the power and opportunity they have through prayer to be
used by God to help others encounter Christ.
The study revealed that most of the participants were not actively engaged in
evangelism prior to the class. Several participants felt an obligation to share their faith,
but others appeared to be unaware of the need to help people encounter a personal
relationship with Christ. The findings suggested that when individuals are actively trained
in prayer evangelism they assume a different perspective toward others‟ spiritual states
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and the participants begin to move toward actually sharing their faith at some level with
their acquaintances. These findings pointed to the importance of the church instructing
people in how to utilize prayer evangelism in reaching family, friends, neighbors, and
beyond.
Increased Awareness of the Holy Spirit through Prayer Evangelism
Scripture testifies that both Jesus and Paul remained sensitive to the Holy Spirit
and listened for whom they were to pray and minister. Over the centuries, prayer
movements, such as the one at Hernnhut, and individuals, such as Howells and Cho, have
engaged in intercession, demonstrating that Christians have continued to see the
importance of such practice in evangelism. Participants in this study seemed to come to a
similar awareness.
The study revealed that training in prayer evangelism has the potential to heighten
people‟s awareness of the Holy Spirit‟s presence in their lives, as well as the Spirit‟s
promptings to pray for, and share the good news with another. Most participants
indicated that they came to realize God was leading them to pray for certain individuals.
This sense seemed to grow as the students did two things. First, they came to understand
that God wanted to use them as channels for the Holy Spirit to begin to open the lost
person‟s eyes to the reality of a spiritual need. Secondly, they learned to encounter Jesus
through abiding prayer, thus beginning to sense whom God was bringing to their mind
for prayer. This intentional focus, coupled with an understanding that people are
spiritually separated from Christ, seemed to open participants‟ eyes to the fact that God
did, in fact, want to use them to aid others in coming to faith.
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These experiences were supported by the students‟ recording of names in a prayer
journal and then remaining sensitive as to how God was leading the participants to pray
on their behalf. Combined, the practices revealed an increase in the awareness of the
Holy Spirit‟s prompting in students‟ lives. Though this study did not focus on listening to
the Spirit‟s prompting outside of evangelism, the research did seem to suggest that
persons might begin to experience a greater awareness of God‟s Spirit speaking to them
in other aspects of their lives as well.
Revelation of Spiritual Lostness Increased by Prayer
This study seemed to confirm what the literature had already revealed—a lack of
prayer for the lost results in an absence of passion for their spiritual condition and a lack
of awareness of their own responsibility to intercede for nonbelievers. Chadwick believed
that Satan works hard to keep people from praying for those who are spiritually separated
from God (1). With this in mind, Duewel emphasized the need for prayer warriors who
understand the ramifications of spiritual judgment upon those who have never embraced
a relationship with Jesus Christ, and who are burdened to intercede on their behalf no
matter what opposition they may encounter (23).
The findings of this study indicated that as people prayed their awareness of
others being spiritually lost and their compassion for their souls increased.
Persons in this study overall demonstrated a lack of understanding or awareness
of people‟s spiritual lostness without a personal relationship with Jesus Christ. Without
this consciousness, understanding why people would not be actively engaged in prayer
evangelism is not difficult. In past generations, some churches motivated people to
evangelism by helping them see the eternal state of people separated from Christ. Other
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churches went so far as to compel people to share their faith to avoid feelings of guilt.
The findings of this study showed that the modern church has not enlightened people to
the reality of humanity‟s spiritual condition without Christ. This neglect has allowed
people to become blinded to the spiritual lostness of the world and seems to have resulted
in Christians avoiding thought about others‟ spiritual condition at the risk of seeming
judgmental.
In addition to teaching on spiritual lostness the church must instruct people in an
understanding of their present lostness. Believers need to be aware of the dysfunction and
brokenness that plagues people‟s lives on a day-to-day basis. Christ followers need to
pray that the Holy Spirit will give them God‟s heart for individuals—a heart that moves
them to pray for and stand with individuals in regard to both their present and eternal
state.
As society continues to move more and more into a postmodern mind-set, the
church will need to educate believers in the spiritual condition of those who have never
personally entered into a relationship with Jesus Christ. This study seemed to indicate
that the church needs to work intentionally to create an environment where Christians are
awakened both intellectually and spiritually to people‟s spiritual condition both in the
present and eternally.
Spiritual Change Facilitated by Prayer
Prayer evangelism has been practiced throughout the ages as people become
aware that spiritual change is needed in the world, in society, or in individual lives.
Prayer evangelism pushes back the evil forces that work to silence the Holy Spirit‟s
voice, wooing the spiritually lost into a personal relationship with Jesus Christ. This
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research affirmed what the literature testifies in the accounts of Brainerd, Frasier,
Silvoso, and other intercessors of the past. As participants prayed for people, they began
to see them become more spiritually sensitive and inquisitive about the things of God. No
one indicated that a person came to faith through their prayers; however, almost all
participants noted change in those for whom they prayed. These changes were most often
observed in people asking spiritual questions of the participants. These occurrences
suggest that when people intentionally focus on praying for individuals‟ spiritual states
they become more interested in spiritual things. Though not definite, these findings also
might point to a variety of other happenings in people‟s lives as a result of prayer. These
could include, though not be limited to, (1) situations that create an environment for
people to ponder spiritual truths, (2) new thoughts that start to form in their minds, (3) the
possibility of mentally revisiting past experiences, or (4) a reminder of teaching that
reengages them in a desire to know more about, or begin to explore, a relationship with
God.
Spiritual change can often be a lengthy process. For study participants to see real
change in those for whom they prayed over a five-month period is somewhat remarkable,
especially when people have noted praying for others for years before seeing any notable
difference. Wesley‟s description of the salvation process suggests that individuals who
are beginning to ask questions are taking a step toward embarking on a potential
relationship with Jesus Christ (189). If this study had continued over a longer time frame,
the process of change may have produced some interesting results. The study did not
measure the intensity or consistency of prayer and whether these had an effect on what
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transpired in those for whom they prayed. The study did, however, indicate that specific
prayers for salvation do have some effect on those who are prayed for regularly.
Prayer Evangelism’s Effect on the Participant
The literature indicated that the one who received intercession was affected, and
the one who prayed was also changed, such as in the case of Abraham. As he continued
to pray for Sodom, his heart increased in compassion for the people. This reality is also
stated by Therkelsen who noted that intercessors allow a burden for the lost to drive them
to pray on behalf of those who are spiritually separated from God (77). Though
participants indicated change in those for whom they prayed, several participants noted
spiritual change in themselves because of their prayers for others. As individuals
participated in prayer evangelism training and practice, they found themselves becoming
more sensitive to the Holy Spirit and aware of people being spiritually separated from
Jesus Christ. This awakening not only happened in the participants‟ minds but also
opened their hearts to the spiritual condition of those for whom they prayed. The findings
of this study saw people move from a judgmental attitude toward those for whom they
prayed to one of compassion. This result appeared to come from a spiritual
transformation brought about by the Holy Spirit in the lives of the ones who prayed. The
study also seemed to show that increased biblical knowledge of humanity‟s lostness has
potential to effect this change as well.
The other noted change was that participants experienced increased boldness to
share their faith with those for whom they prayed. This boldness allowed participants to
find the needed fortitude to begin engaging people in spiritual conversations.
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The spiritual transformation in two of the participants was the most significant
change noted. These individuals indicated that they came to a personal faith in Christ
through the course of the study. The conversions were not solely prompted by the
Opening Their Eyes class but were in correlation with several other things happening in
the individuals‟ lives at the same time. Nevertheless, these persons stated that the course
was a significant part of their engaging in a personal relationship with Jesus Christ.
Evangelism Opportunities Opened by Prayer
The literature continues to emphasize that prayer is essential in opening up doors
for evangelism. Thomas states that spiritually lost people cannot be saved without
someone interceding on their behalf (1). Silvoso shares that just prayer is not enough.
Intercessors must also allow themselves to be used to reach out toward others and share
the gospel with the spiritually lost as opportunities present themselves (That None Should
Perish 57). This study seemed to reveal that when people engage in intentional prayer for
others evangelism opportunities emerge.
Most of the participants who talked about evangelism in the final interviews did
so by describing it as a verbal exchange of faith. The participants in this study were clear
about their hesitancy to share their faith prior to the class; however, as people began to
pray and learn that they had a worthy faith story, many found themselves engaged in
spiritual conversations with those for whom they prayed. The participants did not indicate
that they had intended to engage in spiritual conversations with individuals but that the
opportunities just naturally presented themselves. Those who experienced these
opportunities unfolding admitted their amazement because the conversations had not
been part of their experience prior to the course.
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The findings also seemed to reflect that prayer does, in fact, allow the Holy Spirit
to precede the pray-ers‟ physical or verbal engagements, preparing the hearts of those
receiving intercession. Participants who actually engaged in spiritual conversation with
lost people noted that they did not feel threatened by the dialogue because it arose in the
natural course of conversation. Individuals indicated that the people with whom they
were talking also seemed to be at peace in the conversation.
Implications
Overall, I was pleased with the study. Because the focus of the group was on a
United Methodist church plant launch team, I was limited to the people who were
identifying themselves with this new church start. The small number of launch team
members caused a rather homogenous pool of study participants. The study did, however,
seem to be a good representation of the people in the target area, thus providing an
important argument for the need of ongoing prayer evangelism training at LifeBridge
United Methodist Church.
The combination of the pretest-posttest with the one-on-one interviews provided
several means for evaluating the course. For the most part, I was pleased with both tools.
The pretest-posttest allowed a way to gather the immediate effects of the course. The
results, however, were not always clear. When a response saw a decrease in belief or
practice, evaluating why a participant noted a reduction was not possible. Providing space
for participants to indicate the reason for their responses would have been helpful.
The interview questions were appropriate for clarification of the effects of the
study. If the interview process had not been part of the study, I believe the findings would
have been greatly limited.
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As far as overall data collection, I worked hard to make testing and interviews as
consistent as possible with all participants. The implemented methods seemed to allow
for the gathering of appropriate data for the information needed to measure the effects of
the study.
Limitations
In my research, I found studies on prayer evangelism to be rare. Outside of one
other dissertation, I found no other study on prayer evangelism. The results of prayer
evangelism‟s effects must often be deducted from the various accounts of individuals
across history. Because of this lack of documentation, I believe the church has much to
learn about the effects of prayer in reaching people for Christ. Though the findings of this
study are taken from a small populace, I do believe that the research may provide a
starting place for future studies on prayer evangelism.
This study did not measure the amount of prayer invested on behalf of others. The
tests only measured the results of prayer on the participants and its perceived effects on
the ones for whom they prayed. A future study of those actually receiving prayer may
provide some interesting insights. I had originally hoped to research this area but
discovered ethical considerations that hindered the study. Another researcher could
possibly devise a way to conduct such a study in an appropriate way.
The findings of this study only measured praying for a person‟s salvation. The
research did not focus on the effects of the consistency or intensity of an individual‟s
prayers on people coming to faith. A study could be conducted that would evaluate
whether the amount of prayer prayed on someone‟s behalf has any greater impact on a
person coming to faith than the general degree of prayer that was practiced for this study.
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In addition, further study could be conducted on the effects of concentrated prayer
by several persons toward an individual‟s conversion. The participants in this study
appeared all to be praying for different people. Whether concentrated prayer has greater
effects on the participants or on the ones for whom they are praying is an interesting
question for further investigation.
Persons predominately from a United Methodist background made up the
participants in my study. A similar study done with different theological traditions, such
as Roman Catholicism, which is not traditionally seen as highly evangelistic,
Presbyterian, which emphasizes predestination, Baptist, which is often highly
evangelistic, or charismatic, which tends to emphasize prayer and the power of the Holy
Spirit, may provide further insight.
Unexpected Observations
Common knowledge seems to suggest that when people are taught and mentored,
change happens. Because of the methodology that was implemented in this study, I
expected to see growth in participants‟ beliefs and practices of prayer evangelism. At the
same time, however, I observed several unexpected opinions from the students.
First, many people thought they were being judgmental when asked to
contemplate someone‟s spiritual state. I never expected that this type of mentality could
be an obstacle to people actively praying for, or reaching out to, lost persons. This
attitude appeared to be a reflection of the postmodern world, where a kind of hypertolerance reigns. People seem to focus on texts within Scripture that call believers not to
judge. These texts, when not properly interpreted or understood, become a hindrance to
believers fulfilling their spiritual calling to pray. In the area of prayer evangelism,
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individuals must understand that Christ calls them to be discerning about how their and
others‟ lives, hearts, and spirits line up with God‟s intent. Granted, their role is not to
judge or accuse, but to discern correctly how God is calling them to intercede actively on
behalf of those around them.
Second, I did not expect to find people‟s compassion level to increase for those
for whom they prayed. This result should not have been a surprise as I have heard
testimonies of those who began praying for a people group and then felt called to become
missionaries to that country. In my own personal journey, I have found that I have
compassion for a person prior to praying for them. Therefore, I did not anticipate that
compassion would actually be fostered as people began to pray for others.
Third, I was amazed by the students‟ testimonies following the study. I expected
some isolated examples of change in participants and those for whom they prayed;
however, the number of participants who were able to testify of the changes that they saw
in themselves as well as those for whom they prayed surprised me.
Recommendations
This study offers important information for laity, pastors, and spiritual educators
at the local church, college, and seminary levels. Methodologies for evangelism often
take precedence over the use of the God-given tool of prayer. This study may provide
heightened consideration to evaluate teaching and practices.
This research suggests that people require a theological understanding of spiritual
lostness and the eternal consequences of a life separated from Christ before they become
actively engaged in prayer evangelism. Without such knowledge, Christians may
increasingly be embracing a perception that people are naturally fine with God or that a
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number of paths to reach God exist. This mentality does not foster the need to be engaged
in helping people discover a relationship with Jesus Christ. In addition to a theological
understanding of spiritual lostness, the church must teach people to pray for God to give
them hearts that are broken for those who are separated from God and afflicted by sin‟s
effects in the world.
Churches must recapture teaching their members that sin and spiritual separation
from God have consequences and that believers who claim to be followers of Christ are
called to be ambassadors to help bring people before God‟s throne of grace. As spiritual
leaders open the eyes of those under their teaching and leadership to the spiritual
condition of people, they can provide a platform for the implementation of prayer
evangelism.
This study also can serve as a reminder to those who may have practiced or taught
prayer evangelism but have since moved on to newer trends or methodologies of
evangelism that may have reduced the emphasis on prayer evangelism. Unfortunately,
when a teaching or practice is not continually revisited, people loose sight of the goal.
Prayer evangelism is no different. If the church does not stress the need to pray for the
lost, as well as look for ways to engage the people for whom they pray in evangelism,
these believers may cease to ponder people‟s lostness and at the very least cease to pray
for those who are separated from Christ. Only as they are reminded of why Christ came
and the true spiritual state of the people around them will they remain actively engaged in
prayer evangelism.
For these reasons, I believe that spiritual leaders must look continually for ways to
teach and implement prayer evangelism to those under their care. This study suggests that
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the practice is not only important for those who are spiritually lost but also for those who
are praying.
Postscript
As I taught this study, I was once again reminded of the awesome privilege that
Christ followers have in being ambassadors of Christ‟s kingdom through prayer and
witness. In the course of ministry, becoming consumed with the day-to-day process is so
easy that I lose concern for the spiritual state of people. Though prayer evangelism has
been a part of almost my entire spiritual journey, I find that I still can gravitate towards
the busyness of doing rather than praying. As I engaged in this study, I was once again
inspired in the process of prayer evangelism: the same process that has allowed me to see
several people come to faith in Christ over the years, people such as Craig.
The study also revealed the importance of training my new congregation in an
understanding and practice of prayer evangelism. This study has not only opened the eyes
of people in my congregation but also my own eyes, in new ways, to the power and
transformation that is afforded to people for whom we intercede. As Count Zinzendorf
and his group pleaded from the book of Leviticus, “The fire must be kept burning on the
altar continuously; it must not go out” (Lev. 6:13)—the sacrificial fire of prayers offered
up to God on behalf of the spiritually lost of the world (“Brief History”).
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APPENDIX A
PRAYER EVANGELISM ASSESSMENT

Basic Information
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:
a. Your Gender ___ Male

___ Female

b. Educational Background ___ High School

___ College

___Post graduate

c. Identify which one of the following best describes your spiritual experience.
___I am not sure I have personally trusted in Jesus Christ as my Lord and
Savior.
___I have accepted Christ within the last six months.
___I accepted Christ over six months ago but feel I am not presently
growing in my relationship with God.
___I have accepted Christ and am continuing to grow in my relationship with
God.
HOW WOULD YOU DEFINE THE TERM “PRAYER EVANGELISM”?

IN YOUR RELIGIOUS EDUCATION, HOW MUCH INSTRUCTION HAVE
YOU RECEIVED IN REGARDS TO PRAYER EVANGELISM?
___Much instruction
___Some instruction
___Little instruction
___No instruction
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The Assessment
WAIVER
 By filling out the prayer assessment I am giving permission for the recorded
information to be included in Mitch Reece‟s dissertation research. I recognize that
the information shared in this assessment will remain anonymous.
Signed________________________________________

Date________

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING OUT THE PRAYER EVANGELISM ASSESSMENT:
 Please circle the response between never and always which best describes your
belief or practice.
 Your answers should be an honest reflection of your present belief and practice
and not what you feel your belief and practice should be.
 Remember there are no right or wrong answers.

PLEASE CIRCLE WHICH RESPONSE BEST DESCRIBES YOUR BELIEF OR
PRACTICE:
1. I believe people are eternally separated from God if they never enter into a
personal relationship with Jesus Christ.
NEVER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

ALWAYS

2. I believe evil spiritual forces work to keep persons from entering into a personal
relationship with Christ.
NEVER

RARELY

SOMETIMES OFTEN

ALWAYS

3. I believe praying for a spiritually lost person will have an effect on their deciding
to become a Christian.
NEVER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

ALWAYS

4. I believe God chooses to rely on intercessory prayer (prayer on behalf of others)
to draw people to himself.
NEVER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

ALWAYS
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5. I believe I need to intentionally work to build relationships with spiritually lost
persons for whom I pray.
NEVER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

ALWAYS

6. I practice praying for lost persons to come into relationship with Christ.
NEVER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

ALWAYS

7. I experience spiritual warfare as I engage in the practice of praying for lost
people.
NEVER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

ALWAYS

8. I have seen spiritually lost people who I have prayed for come to faith in Christ.
NEVER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

ALWAYS

9. I practice spending time listening to God for whom God wants me to pray.
NEVER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

ALWAYS

10. I practice seeking to identify the most heartfelt need of a spiritually lost person for
which to pray.
NEVER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

ALWAYS

11. I believe praying for lost people increases my burden for their salvation
NEVER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

ALWAYS

12. I believe prayer has the ability to push back spiritual forces which blind the
spiritual eyes of lost people.
NEVER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

ALWAYS
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13. I believe that when I pray for lost people their lives are affected in some way.
NEVER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

ALWAYS

14. I believe it is God‟s desire for all persons to enter into a personal relationship
with the Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
NEVER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

ALWAYS

13. I believe I need to spend time praying for the heartfelt needs of lost people before
I engage in telling them about Christ.
NEVER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

ALWAYS

14. I practice making a list of spiritually lost persons for whom I pray.
NEVER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

ALWAYS

15. I practice putting on the spiritual armor of God before I intercede for lost persons.
NEVER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

ALWAYS

16. I practice prayer-walking as a means of increasing my sense of God-given
authority to claim the spiritual lives of the lost for God‟s Kingdom.
NEVER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

ALWAYS

17. I practice asking the Holy Spirit to instruct me how to pray for lost persons.
NEVER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

ALWAYS

18. I practice verbally sharing my faith with persons after I have spent time praying
for them.
NEVER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

OFTEN

ALWAYS
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APPENDIX B
OPENING THEIR EYES AND OURS COURSE OUTLINE
Session One—The Importance of Prayer for the Lost
1. What is Prayer Evangelism?
2. A theological overview of spiritual lostness.
a. God created humanity to be in relationship
b. God created humanity with a free will
c. There are consequences for choosing to reject God
i. Broken relationship with God
ii. Broken relationship with others
iii. Broken relationship with creation
3. God initiation of rescue
4. God invites us to join in the mission of rescue
a. physically—Noah, Moses, Gideon, Esther, Jesus
b. verbally—Abraham, Moses, Jesus
5. Why pray for others?
a. God desires that none would perish—1 Timothy 2:3-4; 2 Peter 3:9;
Matthew 18:14
b. Jesus asks us to—Matthew 9:37-38
c. God needs our intercession—Ezekiel 22:30
6. Why we do not pray for the lost
a. We do not know it is needed
b. We don‟t want to get involved
c. We believe the lost deserve judgment
d. We lack a passion for the souls of people
7. Putting it into practice
a. Create a prayer journal
i. Pray for God to sensitize you to the lost
ii. As people come to mind record their name, the date you began
praying and the request.
b. Read John Wesley‟s sermon “The Spirit and Adoption”

Session Two—Praying for the Lost
1. Three stages in the process of salvation
a. Natural state
i. Role of the Intercessor in this stage
1. Realize God is reaching out to the individual by grace
2. Join the trinity in praying God‟s heart and releasing God‟s
Power
ii. The practice of Abiding Prayer
1. Focus on Christ
2. Submit control and feelings to him
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3. Listen for what God‟s prompting
4. As a name comes to mind bring it to Jesus
b. Under Law
i. Three ways God‟s grace works in this process
1. It creates a sensitivity to God‟s will
2. It brings a sense of unrest or conviction to the individual
3. The lost individual begins to have a desire to please God
ii. Role of the intercessor in this sage
1. To diligently pray for the spiritually lost individual to
become aware of their need for Christ and to have the
courage to open their heart to God‟s invitation for
redemption and relationship.
2. To learn to listen to what God is already saying through a
work, a thought, a feeling or a realization.
c. Under Grace
i. The result is joy and peace as the Holy Spirit enters their soul
ii. The person now sees God as loving and merciful.
2. Putting it into Practice
a. Practice abiding prayer on behalf of the lost

Session Three—Spiritual Authority of a Believer
1. Understanding humanities spiritual authority.
a. God gave humanity authority to govern the earth
b. Humanity‟s authority was so complete over the earth that they had the
ability to transfer it to another.
2. Jesus‟ role in spiritual authority.
a. Jesus is the head
b. Jesus‟ body is the Church
c. Jesus‟ feet are on Satan
3. Hindrances to exercising authority.
4. Living out our authority
a. We need to understand and accept our authority. We are sent to represent
Jesus Christ on the earth.
i. God‟s will is that all lost people will be restored to relationship
with Himself
ii. The believer takes up their God-given authority and speaks forth
God‟s heart in prayer
b. We need to be filled with the Holy Spirit
i. The Holy Spirit gives discernment on how to pray against evil
spirits that blind the heart and mind of the spiritually lost.
ii. Authoritative praying has power to affect the forces that blind
individuals, thus opening heart and minds to sensing God‟s draw
upon their lives
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c. We need to attend to our own spiritual condition. Love for God and
humankind is a proper motivation for exercising authority
5. Putting it into practice
a. Practice praying authoritatively.
b. A time of group intercession.

Session Four—Spiritual Warfare and Prayer
1. Understanding the enemy.
a. Satan works against the unbeliever to distort the Gospel‟s importance. The
result is an inability to comprehend, and thus embrace the truth
b. Satan works against the believer to defeat, distract, or dissuade the
believer from becoming actively engaged in praying for the lost.
2. Believers need to:
a. Be spiritually armed
b. Discern spiritual attack
c. Aggressively confront attack with authoritative prayer
i. Pray for God to soften the unbeliever‟s heart
ii. Pray for a spirit of conviction to come over the unbeliever
iii. Pray for a spirit of wisdom and revelation to be released.
iv. Pray for a recall to remembrance
v. Pray for laborers to be released to the person
vi. Pray for a revelations of God‟s love
vii. Pray for ability to resist the enemy
d. Stay connected
3. Watch “Transformations” video

Session Five—Prayer-Walking
1. What is prayer-walking?
a. Prayer-walking is praying on site with insight
b. Prayer-walking helps engage our heart, mind, body and spirit it:
i. Identifying with the area we are praying for
ii. A bridge of blessing between heaven and earth
iii. Claiming the area for the Kingdom of God
2. Preparation for the walk.
a. Prepare your heart through worship and thanksgiving
b. Fix your attention on God‟s purposes, ways and thoughts before you
launch out.
c. Refresh relationship with those who you will pray
3. What to do during the walk.
a. Open your Eyes
b. Open your mouth
c. Pray together
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d. Pray with Scripture
4. What follows the walk.
a. Report or journal significant prayers and insights
b. Praise God for the work that is transpiring
5. Prayer-walk next week

Session Six—Participating in a Prayer-Walk
Prayer-Walk Guide
1. Spend time praising God
2. Ask God to help you see the city or area with God‟s eyes
3. Pray aloud what you sense God would want you to pray for the city or region.
4. Seek consciously to follow and reinforce prayers lifted by others on your prayer
team.
5. Let the following Scriptures as well as others that come to mind guide your
prayers. (John 17:20-21; Luke 10:2; John 10:10; Josh. 1:3)
6. Praise God for the work that is transpiring.

Session Seven—The Practice of Prayer Evangelism
1. Steps to practicing prayer evangelism.
a. Go outside and open your eyes to those around you for whom the Holy
Spirit is prompting you to pray.
b. Serve and interact with your neighbors so that you gain access and trust
for them to share with you their heartfelt needs.
c. Once needs are identified, believers need to inform non-Christians that
they will be praying for God to meet their needs.
d. Bless those you are praying for.
e. Remain aware of the spiritual climate changing around non-Christians,
which opens the way for discussion about the gospel.
2. Seven mind-sets that can hinder the believer‟s success in Prayer Evangelism.
a. Structural
b. Methodological
c. Attitudinal
d. Anthropological—world view
e. Theological
f. Personal
g. Spiritual
3. Application—List three to five people God has placed on your mind.
a. Pray for them daily or as prompted by the Holy Spirit.
b. Be aware of their heartfelt needs.
c. Tell them you are praying for their needs.
d. Be aware of opportunities to connect faith with relationship.
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Session Eight—Engaging in Sharing the Good News
1. Why they should to pray prior to sharing our faith.
2. Why they should share their faith stories.
a. We are aware that people are spiritually separated from God.
b. We want others to experience a relationship with God.
c. We realize that hearing the Word of God allows faith to be awakened in
our hearts.
3. Sharing one‟s faith story.
a. Realize your spiritual story is powerful.
b. Be prepared.
c. Pray intentionally and look for opportunities to build relationships where
you earn the right to discuss spiritual things.
d. Weave your experience into the conversation. If necessary, ask for
permission first before sharing.
e. Inquire if the person is interested in entering into a relationship with God.
f. Pray for them.
4. Application—Share your faith story in three minutes or less.
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APPENDIX C
LETTER OF INVITATION TO INTERVIEWEES
(date)

Dear (Participant‟s name),
I want to express my pleasure in having you participate in the Opening Their Eyes
and Ours class. This course was developed for my Doctorate of Ministry research
project. In order to evaluate the impact of the curriculum, I am writing to ask you to
consider taking part in a one-on-one semi-structured interview about the course‟s impact
on your belief and practice of prayer evangelism.
Interviews will require 20-30 minutes of time. I will ask you for written
permission to audio and video record the interview so that I can better focus on your
responses while acquiring accurate data. All responses will be kept anonymous except to
myself and my transcriptionist. Audio and video recordings will be destroyed once
information is collected.
I will call you later this week to see if you feel comfortable participating in an
interview. If you decide to participate, you will be scheduled at your convenience for an
interview time at the church sometime between August 4-12, 2009.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Blessings,
Pastor Mitch Reece
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APPENDIX D
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
1. Share with me how your beliefs about Prayer Evangelism have changed, if
at all, since beginning the class.
2. Share with me how your practice of Prayer Evangelism has changed, if at all,
since beginning the class.
3. In what ways, if any, has this class affected how you approach a lost world?
4. What effects, if any, have you noticed in how you relate to those you pray for?
5. What have you witnessed are the effects your prayers are having on persons‟
spiritual lives?
6. What effect, if any, has your practice of Prayer Evangelism had on your life?
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APPENDIX E
Permission to Audio Record
Today I will be audio recording this interview. Taping allows me to remain
focused on your responses. This tape will only be utilized by me, the transcriptionist and
the person aiding me in data analysis. Following the collection of the data the tape will be
destroyed or returned to you. Anonymity will be protected in the recording of material. If
you are willing to participate in this interview would you please sign the following
consent form.

I acknowledge that I have chosen to participate in this interview by my own
freewill. I realize that the data gained will be used in a way to protect my anonymity. In
addition, I give permission for the interview to be audio recorded with the understanding
that they will be used only for this study and for no other purpose without my permission.
Signature_______________________________________________, Date____________
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